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Whitman visits campus, opens new arena SGA
Governor Christine Todd Whitman joined MSU administrators and K-Mart
e-board
President Floyd Hall in the grand opening of the Floyd Hall Ice Arena
elections
to begin
By Tom B oud

Staff Writer

New Je rse y G o v e rn o r
Christine Whitman attended the
Floyd Hall Grand Opening on
March 28. Whitman appeared in
front of the ice arena shortly af
ter 12 p.m., whereupon she was
greeted by C ongressm an Bill
Pascrell, K-Mart President Floyd
Hall, MSU President Greg Wa
ters, and New Jersey Educational
F acilities A uthority D irector
Rafael Perez. Former U.S. Olym
pic figure skater JoJo Starbuck
served as ceremonial emcee.
Also present at the event
were MSU Board of Trustees
Chair Murray Cole, Floyd Hall''
Project Manager Marty Cerza,
TIMOTHY M . CASEY/MONTCLARION
Associate Director of Architec
ture and Engineering Services A RIBBON “BREAKING”?: Instead of cutting the ribbon, Governor Christine Whitman hammers away at
See WHITMAN on p. 3

a pick held by K-Mart President Floyd Hall in the Grand Opening Ceremony of the Floyd Hall Ice Arena.

By J u s tin Vellucci
Staff Writer

Staff Writer

"

n

The Student Government
Association elections begin this
Saturday and this year students
will notice a low number of can
didates in their voting booths.
There arc five candidates on the
ballot running in four of the five
positions up for election: presi
dent, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer and Board of Trustees
Alternate. The presidential elec
tion is the only contested posi
tion this year, and there is no can
didate for Board of Trustees AlSee ELECTIONS on p. 6

Administrator speaks of hike, but the
final decision wont be made until July

By R on G u m u cio

OikplbedyInside:
he

Managing Editor

Seven percent tuition
increase anticipated

D ivisio n
one m ove
under co n 
sideration
M SU’s baseball and softball teams are currently the first
two sports under consideration
by the NCAA to make the tran
sition from Division III to Divi
sion I. A meeting is scheduled
between the Board of Trustees
and the NCAA in April to con
tinue negotiations that would
make a move feasible, said MSU
Athletic Director Holly Gera.
The Board of Trustees au
thorized the university’s admin
istration to organize a task force

By K evin P. H an co ck

Îey/montclariÔn
D1 ?: Red Hawk sports fans may soon be watching Division One baseball.

to review M SU’s eligibility and
its effectiveness in Division I
action.
The proposal to move both
teams to Division I was made in

Oct. 1997 while Dr. Irvin Reid
was President, said Gera.
“The task force is like a
study group which will review its

N ew s

F e a tu re

Page 8

P ro file s o f S G A e -b o a rd
c a n d id a te s.

See MOVE on p. 7
Page

A pril first! L a u g h te r is
th e b est m ed ic in e .

10

As many students prepare
to register for their fall 1998
classes, having thumbed through
the pages of the recently-released
course selection guides, the issue
of a rise in the cost of tuition has
started to appear in conversation
here on campus.
O fficials in the Student
A ccounts D epartm ent assure
MSU students that the issue of
fall tuition is still being discussed
amongst the Board of Trustees.
No final decisions will be made
until shortly before bills for the
fall semester are sent out in July.
An anonym ous a d m in istato r
A rts

P ag e 15

S h a n g h a i A c ro b a tic
T h e a te r c o m e s to M S U .

claimed that students might be
able to expect up to a six to seven
percent increase in the cost of
tuition. While any estimation of
the cost o f fall 1998 tuition is
purely speculative, many stu
dents, anticipating an increase,
voiced their opinions.
“ I think a rise in tuition is
ridiculous. Before they ask the
stu d en ts for m ore m oney, it
would be nice if they learned to
manage it properly,” commented
M ike F in n e rty , a freshm an
B.F.A . in theater. He added
amongst a laundry list of com
plaints, that, “The piles of dirt
sitting behind Richardson Hall
are a great example of student
See INCREASE on p. 4
O p in io n

Page 23

The Montclarion S G A
c a n d id a te e n d o rs e m e n ts .
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News from the outside world
(compiled from cnn.com by Carolyn Velchik)

International
Clinton meets with African leader
DAKAR, Senegal — After being greeted by
thousands of people cheering and dancing in the street
Wednesday, President Clinton met with Senegalese
President Abdou Diouf, praising the West African na
tion for its leadership in regional peacekeeping.
Abdoulaye Wade, Senegal’s main opposition
politician, added some political spice to Clinton’s twoday visit by saying he would boycott a reception
thrown by Diouf to avoid giving a false impression of
national unity.
Diouf wants everyone to see photos of the two
of us smiling with Clinton to give the impression all
is well in Senegal. I will not attend the reception,”
said Wade, leader of Senagal’s Democratic Party
(PDS), who recently quit D iouf’s government.
While Clinton did not comment on the protest,
he did state that his main task was to thank Diouf for
his past support for international peacekeeping opera
tions, recognize its history of elected presidents and
work on the African Crisis Response Initiative, a U.S.
program of training African military forces for peace
keeping operations.

C yclQng-tuts.Nfcw.Z£aland
WELLINGTON, New Zealand — Only a few
days after cyclone Yali swept across New Zealand,
high wind and rain again wreaked havoc across the
country on Wednesday. The capital Wellington was
battered by gusts of up to 130 km/h (80 mph), bring
ing misery to the general public. Commuters and pe
destrians had to cope with canceled ferries as strong
wind buffeted the harborside. The strong winds also
forced some airliners to aboil their landing approaches
to the capital’s airport.
Israeli officials accent U.N. resolution
JERUSALEM — Top Israeli officials decided
Wednesday to accept a U.N. resolution calling on Is
rael to withdraw its troops'from Lebanon if the two
countries can reach a security agreement — a move
that is being greeted with some skepticism by Leba
nese officials.
“”We want to see Israel withdraw from our ter
ritory,” Hariri said.
But we don’t want to be accountable vis-$-vis
Israel on the security basis, because wc don’t see, in
the absence of a peace agreement, that Lebanon can
really be accountable to Israel if anything happens.”

National
■longs’ lawsuit against Clintga.thro.yyn.flui

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Less than two months
before a trial date, a federal judge Wednesday threw
out Paula Jones’ sexual harassment lawsuit against
President Bill Clinton.
In a 40-page ruling, Judge Susan Webber Wright
[Profile of Webber Wright] granted Clinton’s motion
for summary judgment, saying Jones’ allegations fell
“far short” of what was required under the law to sup
port her claim of “outrage.”
“The plaintiff’s allegations fall short of the rig
orous standards for establishing a claim of outrage un
der Arkansas law and the court therefore grants the
president’s motion for summary judgm ent on this
claim,” Wright wrote in her opinion.
The lawsuit had been scheduled to go to trial
May 27. The judge’s decision took the Jones’ legal
team by surprise, and John Whitehead, one of Jones’
lawyers, said he intends to appeal the ruling.
California schools troubled bv racial bans
BERKELEY, Calif. — Two of the state’s flag
ship universities reported sharp drops in the number
of minority students they will admit this fall in the
first undergraduate classes to be affected by
California’s sweeping ban on racial preferences.
Proposition 209, approved in November 1996,
says state and localgovemments cannot discriminate
against or give preferentialtreatment to any individual
or group on the basis of race, sex,color or ethnicity.
The figures released Tuesday are for admissions
only. Actual enrollment, which will be much smaller,
will not be known until students start responding to
acceptance letters going out this week.
“We’ve got to take this seriously. Our future as
a universityand the future of the state of California is
at stake,” Berkeley Chancellor Robert Berdahl said.
Senate Finance C om m ittee to im prove IRS
WASHINGTON — The Senate Finance Com
mittee has unanimously approved legislation aimed
at making the Internal Revenue Service more “tax
payer friendly.”
By a 20-0 vote Tuesday evening, the panel en
dorsed making far-reaching changes at the IRS and
extending dozens of new rights to taxpayers. A vote
by the full Senate is expected in late April after an
other round of hearings focusing on IRS problems.

Questions? Comments?
E-mail The Montclarion
Montclarion@saturn.montclair.edu

• T his Friday at 8 p.m . in the R att, there will be a
M ardi G ras N ight in the Rat. T here w ill be over a
$1000 w orth o f prizes to be w on.
• In the Q uad there will be a debate fo r the
candidates on A pril 2 at 12 p.m . In case o f rain,
the debates will be held in S tudent C enter
B allroom C.
• G reek C ouncil petitions fo r E -board positions
will be available A pril 6 in the SG A office.
• R esidence L ife is w orking on getting a vending
m achine and im proving lighting in L ife H all.
• Players w as rechartered as a C lass I organization.
• O S A U w as rechartered as a C lass I organization
• C aribso w as rechartered as a C lass II
organization.
• C lass I C oncerts w as rechartered as a C lass I
organization.
• A lpha Iota C hi w as rechartered as a C lass IV
organization.
• Italian A m erican S tudent O rganization w as
chartered as a C lass III organization.
• T he accounting club w as granted their requested
appropriations for an upcom ing accounting
sym posium .
• T heta Xi w as rechartered as a C lass IV
organization.
• T he C onversation C lub w as granted their
requested appropriations for a speaker during
Earth W eek.
• Iota Phi T h e ta ’s veto w as overturned after
show ing p ro o f o f proper insurance. T hey w ere
granted a C lass II charter.
• L A S O (L atin A m erican S tudent O rganization)
w as rechartered as a C lass I organization.
• C lass I C oncerts w as appropriated their
requested funds for a band festival tour.
• O SA U w as appropriated their requested funds
for their annual B anquet w hich is open to all
students.

Advertising Policy
Kevin Schwoebel, Advertising
Director - Tel. 973-655-5237
D E A D L IN E S

The deadline to subm it advertisem ents to The
Montclarion is the Monday of the week of publication.
BILLING-

The Montclarion is distributed on Thursdays, and in
voices and tearsheets are mailed the following Mon
day (tearsheets for pre-paid ads must be requested).
Thirty (30) days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge is levied,
to sixty (60) days, when accounts are referred to an
outside collection agency.

AD RATES
OFF-CAM PUS
O N-C AM PUS
Full page - $310.00
Full page - $168.00
H alf page - $200.00
H alf page - $105.00
Q uarter page - $125.00
Q uarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $80.00
Eighth page - $32.00
Classified - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00
Call the advertising office at 655-5237 for a complete
listing o f discount packages.
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Admission standards for
No one is sleeping here
Fall 98 semester go up
Out o f6,000 applicants
for the fall only 1,200
freshmen will get in
By Nicole D itra n i
S taff Writer
Despite the rising expectations for
incoming freshman at MSU, the admis
sions department is making sure that it is
doing all it can to make the application
process as painless as possible.
“Here at MSU, we are trying to keep
the applications fairly sim ple and as
straight forward as possible,” remarked
Allen Buechler, Director of Admissions.
The straight forward approach seems
to be working. Since Montclair achieved
University status in 1994, the number of
applications has increased along with its
standards. The 1998 fall freshman class
will have average SAT scores of 1100
combined and be in the top 20 percent of
their graduating class, which is up four
percent from previous years. Buechler
emphasized that applicants must maintain

a mixture of courses throughout their high
school careers. This mixture is apparent
in the required courses for entry which
include, four years of English, two of his
tory, three of math, two of laboratory sci
ence, two of the same foreign language,
and three electives in any of the given sub
jects.
The Admissions Department is also
looking for students who not only are es
tablished in academics, but in extracur
ricular activities as well.
“When a student has been involved
in activities such as music programs, ath
letics, debate teams or worked on the
school newspaper, it helps us in assess
ing how this student will contribute to the
MSU community,” added Buechler.
MSU has received 6,000 applicants
for the fall out of which 1,200 will be ac
cepted to make up the 1998 freshman
class. They are looking for students who
can not only benefit from what MSU has
to offer, but have something to offer the
campus. As a result of the rise in appli
cations and standards, Buecheler points
out that this year the “competition is es
pecially keen” among applicants.

Whitman attends arena’s opening
WHITMAN, cont. from p. 1

ture and Engineering Services David Yen,
and former New York Rangers hockey star
Ron G reshner who later signed auto
graphs. Campus Police Lt. Paul Cell was
also on hand with an undisclosed amount
of police and security personnel. Flanked
by the M ontclair Blues Hockey Team,
Whitman paid tribute to Hall for donating
the funds to build the arena.
"When we talk about innovative col
laboration between the public and private
sectors, this is a prime example of what
we are talking about. It is exciting to think
that a future Olympian may take to the ice
in this rink. Thank you, Floyd Hall, for
being a wonderful person and a wonder
ful citizen,” Whitman said. Waters joined
Whitman in thanking Hall for his charity.
“This Floyd Hall Ice Arena will be a
joy for the students, the state and the uni
versity. Such joy would not have been
possible without our partnership with Gov
ernor Whitman, Floyd Hall, and the New
Jersey Facilities Authority. This unique
union turned a dream into a reality. On
behalf of the MSU community, we wish
to thank Floyd Hall for his generosity.”
Hall expressed his gratitude to MSU and
commented on the ice facility’s impact.
“It would not have been possible
without Murray Cole and [former] Presi
dent Reid. These two people who formed
this idea from the beginning w e’re very
instrumental. When we set out to build this
ice arena, we said we would accomplish
three objectives. That is, to develop a na
tional caliber facility that is to be used by
students at no cost to the university. We
set out with these goals two years ago, and
we accomplished them all,” Hall said.

Next, Governor Whitman prepared
to cut an ice ribbon with a chisel and gold
hammer. Hall teased Whitman as she was
about to begin. “This is the dangerous
part”, Hall said with a slight chuckle. A
th u n d e r o f ap p lau se eru p ted a fter
Whitman severed the frozen ribbon with
little effort. After receiving a commemo
rative Floyd Hall hockey shirt. Whitman
busied about shaking people’s hands.
Many of these individuals showed up at
11 a.m. for guided tours of Floyd Hall,
free souvenirs, and indoor food banquets.
Girded by a ring of plainclothes
troopers, Whitman then proceeded inside
to watch a figure skating show by the
Skating Association For The Blind and
Handicapped which Starbuck narrated.
Whitman smiled and applauded after each
juvenile performed Finished their routine.
President Waters, who sat only two seats
from Whitman, also saw the spectacle.
Whitman left in the middle of the show
at 1:15 p.m. for a brief inspection of Floyd
H a ll’s second floor. U pon a rriv a l.
Whitman was greeted by a bevy of pho
tographers and well-wishers. Whitman
had her hands full posing for pictures with
adults and children. A little while later,
Whitman slowly descended the stairs with
her security detail. She waived good-bye
before leaving around 1:30 p.m.. With
over 200 people in her presence, there was
little time for political discussion of any
kind, other than her skating life.
“I used to go skating from time to
time, but I haven’t been doing much of
that lately,” Whitman said as she walked
out of the Floyd Hall Lobby.

TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION

Students enjoying a show in the Rathskellar last night. It was made possible by new late
night hours in the Student Center on Wednesdays and Fridays which now allow
programming to take place until 1 a.m.

E ntertainm ent in Ratt
ends late night boredom
By R ox an n e D alhouse
Staff Writer
The Ratt is now the late night spot
at MSU. The Ratt and the game room,
located in the Student Center, have ex
tended hours on Wednesdays and Fridays
to lam.
According to Valerie Winslow, As
sistant Director o f Student Activities,
Residential students who attended resident
hall dialogue meetings, moderated by
former President, Irvin Reid, stated that
there was nothing to do on campus after
classes, especially on Friday nights, so.
Campus Life Administrators were charged
with the responsibility to respond to the
requests of students to extend Student
Center hours two nights a week. The
theme of the late night entertainment is
After Hours Wednesdays or Fridays, de
pending on the day.
The, SGA, The Office of Student
Activities and The Student Center have
collaborated to design and manage after
hours events. R epresentatives from
MSU’s Auxiliary Service Office have also

lent their efforts, making sure the game
room and coffee bar remain open to stu
dents.
Boot Strap Theory, Effluent, and the
Robert Oakes Band have performed in the
Ratt. Also, every Wednesday night, the
Possible Side Effects Comedy Troupe fills
the Ratt with laughter from the huge
crowd that leaves standing room only.
D on’t forget the free movie nights on
Wednesday nights. Other events include
casino night, Mardi Gras night, comedy
shows and hypnotists, to make the after
hours program enjoyable.
Ideas and suggestions from students
are welcome, says Winslow. Informa
tion on after hours events are posted in
residence halls and in the Student Center
Lobby every Tuesday and Thursday.
We are pleased to report the posi
tive feedback we have gotten from the stu
dents who come out the enjoy the after
hours events. The Student Activities staff,
including GAs Greg Brown and Michelle
McCroy, are working diligently to publi
cize events so that more students will
come out and have fun, says Winslow.
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Conservation Club denied
promotion to Class I status

Beyon
by Rob Olmeda

Five dead after ambush in
Arkansas middle school
Two boys arm ed with rifles and
dressed in camouflage clothing opened
fire on scores of students at a small Ar
kansas middle school, killing 4 girls and
a teacher and injuring 11 other people, po
lice said.
Thirteen girls, a boy and two female
teachers were hit by a storm of bullets
outside the Westside Middle School, in a
quiet rural area just west of Jonesboro,
Arkansas, shortly after midday on Tues
day.
The four dead students were Natalie
Brooks, Paige Ann Herring, Stephanie
Johnson, all 12 years old, and Brittany
Varner, who was 11 years old. Teacher,
Ms. Shannon Wright, died on Tuesday
night after surgery for wounds to her chest
and abdomen. Another teacher, Ms. Sara
Thetford, was in a critical condition after
surgery.
Five wounded girls were listed in
stable condition. Three girls and one boy
were treated and released. State police
said a 12th person was injured but was
not treated at the hospital. They did not

have any more details.
Police arrested two boys ages 11 and
13. They were both believed to be stu
dents at the school and were heavily aimed
with rifles and pistols, dressed in camou
flage-pattern shirts and hats.
Police said the suspects were hid
ing between trees and “ambushed” their
victims as teachers led students outside
after a false fire alarm was deliberately
set off inside the school by a third child
working with the two killers. A spokes
person for the Arkansas State Police, Mr.
Wayne Jordan, said the two boys opened
fire from a wooded area about 100 meters
away at about 12:40 p.m. They were
caught as they tried to escape and were
being questioned by police investigators
but had so far said little.
It was not immediately clear what
the boys’ motives were, although local
reports said they may have been recently
disciplined by school teachers. One stu
dent at the school said he knew one of the
boys and that he had previously said he
would carry out an attack.

Tuition increase being considered
___________________________________________________ INCREASE, cont. from p. 1

dollars at work.”
While some students voiced other concerns, including the parking situation and
occasional problems with residence hall maintenance and other on-campus services,
many seemed to agree that mis-managed or poorly managed funds led them to op
pose a rise in tuition costs.
Some students, however, still feel that attending MSU is an economical deci
sion and, despite the possibility of another rise in cost, is extremely reasonable when
compared to other state and private universities. Grace O ’Brien, a Freshman B.F.A.
in Technical Theater, claimed that while the management of funds needed to be more
effective, “Students shouldn’t forget that Montclair State still offers education at a
more-than-reasonable price.”

The SGA believes that
the group needs more
responsibility
By Leigh W hite____________________
Staff Writer
The Student Government Associa
tion voted against moving the Conserva
tion Club from a Class II to a Class I or
ganization on W ednesday, M arch 25,
1998.
In the past, the club did not discuss
programming and budgeting with the ex
ecutive board members of the SGA said
Karen Cardell, President of the SGA.
Some of the legislators o f the SGA feel
the club needs to become more respon
sible by maintaining programming as a
Class II organization.
“Their activities do not represent a
large amount o f students,” said John
Griffen, President Pro Tempore of SGA.
If the Conservation Club would
have been granted Class I status they
would have added new programming to
their agenda. One of the new ideas that
would have been implemented was to
place nest boxes throughout the campus.
“Building nest boxes would help to
improve species. It is more positive to
have a greater number of species than less.
It makes for a healthy ecosystem,” said
Elizabeth Carrozza, Vice President of the
Conservation Club.
O ther activities would have in
cluded trips such as camping, fishing, and'
canoeing to enhance environmental edu-

cation to students.
In the Spring of 1996, the club was
knocked down from a Class I to a Class II
organization. There was no foresight of
programming for the following year, earth
week was not a big production, member
ship was low, and hikes were not well at
tended said John Brost, Attorney General
of SGA.
Class I organizations receive an an
nual budget which enables clubs to pro
vide programming a lower cost to stu
dents. The organizations with Class I sta
tus have more money to advertise thereby
reaching more students.
Class II organizations are appropri
ated $750 per semester plus a matching
fund of $3,500 per year. The time involved
in the process of receiving funds for events
leaves little tim e for advertising said
Carrozza. Part o f the process includes a
bill which needs to be authored by a leg
islator of the SGA and passage of the bill
by a 2/3 majority vote of the SGA legisla
ture.
Currently the Conservation Club has
21 members. Some of the activities orga
nized by the club on campus in the last
six m onths included campus cleanup,
hawk watch, fall color tree walk, and rep
tile presentations.
The mission of the Conservation
Club is: “to foster environmental aware
ness and stewardship in the M ontclair
State University student body through
education, action, and relevant social ac
tivities.”
“By far we will be the best Class II
organization on campus for Fall 1998 and
S pring 1999 s e m e s te rs ,” said C hris
Massotto, President of the Conservation
Club.

;eAssignments v? Flexible Schedules
Top Companies in Your Area.
t|tialilled s tu d e n ts, te m p o ra ry joli
o p p o rtu n itie s arc-available in:
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Data Entry '* Credit & Collections • Payroll

, Call today!

We offer a supportive, non-pressured
environment to explore all o f your options.
All services are free & confidential and
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Call u s toll-free at
1-888-3-CHOOSE.
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Rue (609) 439-0038
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FETY AND SECURITY

M

3/25/98

Officer reponds to the arena on a report of a
male juvenile with difficulty breathing. Victim
was given oxygen at the scene and then
transported by ambulance to Mountainside
Hospital.

SUSPICIOUS PERSON
Female employee reports a male hanging
around the hallways in Chapin Hall. Officers
responded. The male left prior to their arrival.

CRIMINAL MISCHEIF

MEDICAL

Female returned to her parked car in lot 19 and
discovered the driver side mirror broken.

Nurse requests an ambulance at the Health
Center. A male tripped in a doorway in the
maintenence bulding injuring his hand, elbow,
and leg. Victim was transported by ambulance
to Mountainside Hospital.

3/27/98
THEFT

Male left his gym bag on the floor of the locker
room while taking a shower. Upon his return
his wallet was mssing from the bag.

Female Webster Hall rsident suffers from fever
and itching caused by hives. Victim is
transported by ambulance to Mountainside
Hospital.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

ASSAULT

Female student received a phone call at home
from a male alledging to be her professor
asking to meet her at a designated location.
Phone call was a hoax.

Officers respond to the Blanton Hall cafeteria
on the report of a fight. Upon arrvial male
victim reported being punched by another male
who he confronted for reportedly disrespecting
his girlfriend. Victim suffered a facial cut and
was treated by a friends father who is a doctor.
Complaint pending.

3/28/98

THEFT
Referee working a hockey game at the Floyd
Hall Arena reported someone stole money
from his duffel bag which was lefted in an
unsecured locker room.

3/26/98
COMPUTER TAMPERING

Female employee reports an unknown person
accessed a departmental computer wothout
autorization.

MEDICAL
Male juvenile injured his leg while playing

MEDICAL

See REPORT on p. 6

Calcia Hall is still
experiencing problems
due to structural flaws
in its roof
By Brian Pedersen
S taff Writer
It has recently been found that
Calcia Hall is still experiencing the same
structural problems, both major and mi
nor, that it has been suffering from for
years. The most dangerous of these prob
lems is the water leaks that continuously
enter the building through a poorly struc
tured portion of the roof.
“The leaks are very serious because
the water in Room 209 runs right above
an empty clock outlet,” explained Bach
elor of Fine Arts student Charlene Collins
Haug. She is also the Co-Director of Gal
lery 31/2 and will be graduating in May.
When a new addition was put on to
the existing building the leakage problems
started, where the two portions of the
building join. Rooms 208 and 209 ap
pear to suffer the worst from this new ad
dition; they are located under the faulty
p o rtio n o f the roof. A cco rd in g to
Charlene, “there is water leaking every
day in the gallery. Also, in Room 209,
water is soaked around a fluorescent light
ing fixture. When it’s been raining, there’s
no way to avoid turning on a light with
out stepping in a puddle.” This is an art
history classroom, they often show slides
during the course of the day and the lights

Summer
Session

1998

Session I: May 26-fune 25

Session II: June 29-July 30

Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate day and evening courses in
management, psychology, public service, accelerated languages, science,
technology, communication and more
Weekend and certificate courses
Travel-and-learn courses in the U.S. and abroad
High school students and visiting students welcome
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The Catholic University in New Jersey • Founded in 1856
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, NJ 07079
http://www.shu.edu
C A L L (973) 7 6 1 -9 3 6 3 F O R A S U M M E R C A T A L O G
o r e - m a il

summercat@shu.edu
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Water leaks mar Calcia

R eport
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have to be turned off and on'repeatedly.
“It is a constant problem, this brown,
rusty water that runs along the same route
as classroom lighting. People say you can
hear sizzling sounds. The leaks are a ma
jor problem, an accident waiting to hap
pen,” she added.
Charlene also tells of one incident
in which someone was badly injured, suf
fering from a fall due to the slippery floor
in one of the rooms. “There is the same
situation in the hallways with wading
puddles. I feel like the dangers are not
taken seriously,”she remarked.
“I have sent paperwork, work or
d e rs, and le tte rs d ire c tly to K iki
W illiams[the head of the maintenance
dept.] as well as her boss, only to have
them returned,” Charlene explains. “They
need to bump it up on the priority list. We
don’t hold up well visually with other
schools’ art buildings. I have visited other
schools and they have much nicer facili
ties. I feel that they are losing money.
They should think about the bottom line,
when a potential MSU student sees this
building for the first time, I know I would
say, maybe not here,”she concluded.
Consequently, this consistent prob
lem not only remains ignored, but still
represents a potential threat to Calcia Hall
students and staff. The question of safety
rem ains un an sw ered . W h eth er it be
through wet electrical wiring, slippery
floors, or even possible debris falling from
the ceiling; clearly the building harvests
numerous potential hazards that can strike
unsuspectingly.
While these problems are a result
of the building’s poor, overall structure,
the cleaning up of, monitoring of, and at
tention to these problems is the job of the
maintenance dept. Their response, thus
far, has been minor and infrequent, with
little if any action taken to improve the
current situation concerning the leaks.
A large section next to the ceiling
tiles in front of Room 208 (Gallery 3 1/
2), is missing, leaving a large gap exposed.
One piece of the intact ceiling tile is bro
ken off between Room 208 and 209, and
another ceiling tile is missing above the
entrance to Room 209. Many of the in
tact ceiling tiles in this area have brown
ish stains, and appear to be in the process
of peeling., The water that is soaking these
tiles is causing the damage. While ceil
ing tiles are easy and inexpensive to re
place, this raises the question concerning
the purpose of their continual replace
ment. Money and time, two important
resources, are being wasted to replace
something that will have to be quickly re
placed again, while the larger problem of
the roof remains unchecked.
A wall in Gallery 3 1/2 now holds
artwork, where previously, the wall had
to be left vacant because of the leaks. Fur
thermore, the Fire Exit door of the Calcia
Photo Lab is only temporarily Fixed, the
metal bar now removed. It is the only door
in the room that leads directly outside, in
the case of a fire. It does however, take
significant force to open it.
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MSU Police Report
hockey at the Floyd Hall Arena. Victim was
transported by ambulance to Mountainside
Hospital.

___________ELECTIONS, cont. from p. 1

¡PROPERTY DAMAGE!
Officer reports a car was damaged when the
gate arm to lot 4 came down prematurely. The .
roof was scratched.

temate, according to acting SGA Attor
ney General Lauren Jacoby.
The race for president will feature
SGA Attorney General John Brost, against
SGA legislator Anton Wheeler. Also on
the ballot are SGA President Pro-Tempore, John Griffin, who is running unop
posed for vice-president, legislator Dave
Pizzi running unopposed for secretary and
legislator Kenyatta Montgomery running
unopposed for treasurer.
According to Jacoby, students do
not have to vote for the lone candidates in
uncontested elections, voting booths will
feature slots where other candidates, not
on the ballot, can be written in. Voters
will also be asked to give their votes on
nine referendum questions that are on the
ballot this year. In order for the vote on
these questions to take effect however, the
SGA will need a total of 20 percent of the
undergraduate population to have voted.
That is approximately 2000 votes, accord
ing to Jacoby. Jacoby said the low num
ber of candidates this year presents a prob
lem for the SGA.
“I’m afraid that since there aren’t
that m any people running not m any
people will vote and the referendum ques
tions will not get passed. People will see
one person and think that they will win
anyway so they don’t have to vote,” said
Jacoby.
Brost also commented on the low
number of candidates this year.
“I think a lot of it has to do with
apathy among the students in terms of how

3/29/98

THEFT
ARREST/TRESPASS
Clove Road security officer observed a male
throw a rock and break an apartment wondow.
Accused was trying to get the attention of his
ex-girlfriend by throwing a rock at the
window. Danny Marroquin of West New York
was arrested and charged with trespass. He
was persona non grata from the complex.
3/30/98

Construction Company reports dimensional
lumber and a trowel machine missing from the
job site at Yogi Berra Stadium.
3/31/98

Officers respond to a fire alrm at Richardson
Hall. Upon arrival determine a malfunctioning
air conditioning unit caused the alarm. Little
Falls Fire Dept, responded.
MEDICAL

HARASSMENT
Female Bohn Hall resident reports receiving a
harrassing phone call left on her answering
machine.
DISPUTE

Male Stockton State College team member
injured his elbow while playing soccer on
Sprague Field. Victim was transported by
ambulance to Mountainside Hospital.
THEFT

Officer responds to the Montclarion Office
after an argument between a staff member and
student began over that student’s demand to
print a correction to an article that was
printed.

F/S member reports someone forced open a
cabinet in a 3rd floor room in Richardson Hall
and stole two scales.

MEDICAL

F/S member reports the door lock and door to
gym 6 were damaged. Someone used a pry
tool.

Male student complains of a rapid heart beat
and feeling faint. Victim was sitting on a
bench on College Avenue near the Student
Center Annex. Victim was transported by
ambulance to Mountainside Hospital.

SGAcamp

_______________ REPORT, cont. from p. 5

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

College Hall staff member returned to his
parked car in lot 9 and discovered the
windshield had a hole in it.

they see the SGA. They don’t see the SGA
as a force to get anything done and so they
don’t see any real need to be a part of this,”
said Brost
The end result may be a damaging
effect on the organization according to the
presidential candidate.
“I think it really hurts our credibil
ity, it makes it into a tyranny of sorts be
cause students really do not have a choice
in the matter and many will not realize
that they can write-in other candidates
than the ones on the ballot,” he said.
Candidates are currently underway
in their campaigns, which will include an
SGA debate in the Student Center quad
today at noon, and will continue to cam
paign until the polls close next Tuesday.
However, candidates are restricted in what
they can during their campaign.
“Candidates are not allowed to go
door to door in the dorms, and they can
not make boards to advertise, but they can
make fliers which they can hand out to
potential voters,” said Jacoby. Also can
didates will not be allowed near the polls
at election time.
The elections begin this Saturday in
Dickson Hall at 8 a.m., and voting will
wrap up on Tuesday, April 7. The win
ners will be announced at Wednesday’s
SGA meeting at 4 p.m. in room 411 of
the Student Center. See page 8-9 for all
candidate profiles, election rules and poll
places and hours, and page 23 for this
year’s M ontclarion candidate endorse
ments.

North Jersey Federal Credit Union
Be A Part o f the “In” Club!
The 18 to 29 Club
If y o u ’re 18 to 29 y ears o f age, N orth Je rse y F ederal C redit U nion has
the type o f financial p ro d u cts and serv ices you need to estab lish the
financial in d ep en d en ce y o u ’ve b een longing for. T h e 18 to 29 C lub is
d e sig n e d sp ecifically for those m em b ers looking to gain their financial
freed o m ...an d w e ’re here to help. T rain ed financial c o u n selo rs are
a v ailab le to help you build y o u r financial fu tu re -to d ay . Stop by any
o f o u r co n v e n ie n t lo catio n s to beco m e a part o f the “ in” c lu b -T h e 18
to 29 C lub! S top in at o u r m ain o ffice in T o to w a (see below ), o r at ou r
branch o ffice at U n iv ersity H eig h ts, 1102 A d m in istratio n C o m p lex , 30
B ergen Street, N ew ark.

S U

n S p O

t

TANNING

1 Route 23 South Little Falls, New Jersey 07424

973256-5605

WOLFF

SYSTEM TANNING

* 6

Per Session

15 Sessions - $75.00

The 18 to 29 Club includes:
• S h a re S a v in g s A c c o u n t
• F R E E C h e c k in g
• F R E E V IS A C re d it C ard
• A c c o u n t P h o n e A c c e ss
• M A C A TM C ard
• 100% V ehicle F in a n cin g
• F in a n cia l C o u n se lin g ...
••P lu s M u ch M ore!»*
N o rth J e r se y F e d e r a l C red it U n ion
530 Route 46 East, RO. Box 379
Totowa, NJ 07511-0379
Phone (973)785-9200 • Fax (973)785-3836 or 3264
Web Address: www.njfcu.org
E-Mail: info@njfuc.edu

Notice:

All unused visits expire 6 months from date of purchase.
Upgrades to 36/3 Ruva $5.00 to 43/4 $9.00

RUVA

TANNING

Refelector Lam p Technology
Gets you darker faster with longer lasting results and less burning

36/3 Ruva Bed
1- Session
$11.00
5- Sessions $45.00
10- Sessions $75.00

35 100/160 Watt Lamps
3/500 Watt Facial Tanners

43/4 Ruva Bed
1- Session
$15.00
5- Sessions $65.00
10- Sessions $120.00
Notice:

A ll

43 100/160 Watt Lamps
4/1000 Watt Facial Tanners

unused visits expire 6 months from date o f purchase
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Administration looks to move both baseball and softball teams to Div. 1
MOVE, cont from p. 1

options and consider the pros and cons of
such a move,” said Gera.
A decision to move will be reached
upon evaluation the cost and when a new
college President is hired and is able to
review the options, according to Gera.
Baseball and softball would be the
first two teams to compete at a Division I
level for the university. A decision to
move other sports would need the ap
proval by the Board of Trustees and co
operation by the NCAA. Depending on
how well both programs do would also
increase the chances of other sports mak
ing the jump.
“The idea is to improve both teams
while at the same time not take away from
other sports. I see it as an advantage for
everyone,” said Gera.
If both programs were to enter Di
vision I, many steps would follow in
building more productive and successful
teams.
The addition of scholarships, which BIG TIME: Montclair State Division One sports may soon be a reality, starting with the Red Hawk baseball and softball teams.
is not offered to any athletes at a Division to get finer picks because of monetary exposure by scouts possibly and effi about the possible decision to move divi
II or III level would greatly improve both value. Money would send the best stu ciently lead to being drafted. Talented sions. Red Hawks softball coach, Anita
programs. Scholarships would help a re dent who can play excellent ball to this players would have the facilities to be Kubicka has some concerns about the stu
cruiting process that has mainly been lo university,” said baseball coach Norm evaluated more easily and better by scouts dent athlete.
calized at this level. Scholarships would Schoenig. “The whole idea with scholar at this level. These athletes would face a
“I am concerned about receiving
broaden the scope for athletes regionally ships is getting the top freshman who can stronger and more talented pitching staff. support, the traveling, an increasing popu
and nationally, said Gera.
make an impact right away.”
“They would be a more known lation at the university and the student
It is uncertain what conference the
Pitching would be the key. An out quantity (athletes) than an unknown quan
athlete’s education,” said Kubicka.
Red Hawks would compete in. The task standing athlete that is lured away by tity by sending them against the top
“The lady Red Hawks are a pretty
force along with the NCAA would decide money to Division I schools will not need schools in the nation,” said Schoenig.
competitive team without scholarships,”
the best position for both teams and the the developing process an athlete in Divi
Division I status would also benefit
said Kubicka.
league. A balance would have to be sion III will need, remarked Schoenig.
the university in more ways then one.
Both baseball and softball coaches
reached where the baseball and softball
Another key for the Red Hawks in Competing at this level would attract more
teams could excel and compete at this duction to Division I is the addition of a publicity and gain higher recognition for feel that the Red Hawks can compete at
the next level. Each team has proven they
level, Gera said.
$10 million stadium funded by Floyd Hall the school, said Gera.
can
compete in their division by their
“Right now M ontclair has a pure Enterprises and N.J. Education. Yogi
The university’s academics would
student athlete, and financial aid is the Berra Stadium, scheduled to open June 5 prosper from the move. “Seton Hall Law records in the past. Last year the baseball
only form of aid, if the student qualifies, for the minor league expansion team, will School had more applicants during the team finished in second place in the NJAC
available to an athlete,” said Gera.
also serve as the Red Hawks new home school’s final four appearance in basket and the softball team was the NJAC
“Scholarships would play an impor field.
ball as a direct response to their success champs and played in the World Series
tant role in attracting better students and
D ivision I can also improve an that year,” said Gera.
where they finished as the second best
athletes. In Division I, coaches are able athlete’s chances of getting the proper
Not everyone is as enthusiastic team in their division.

Luxury Tanning W ithout Luxury P rices
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Candidates for President
A nton W heeler

John Brost

Major: Sociology
Year: Junior
GPA: 2.5

Major: Political Science
Year: Junior
GPA: 3.7
Experience
• SGA Attorney General
• SGA legislator, 2 years
’ University Presidential Search Committee member
• Vice-President and Treasurer, Theta Xi Fraternity
• Greek Life section co-editor, La Campana
• Chair, SGA Government and Administration
Committee
• Chair, SGA Academic Affairs Committee
• Member of Appropriations Committee, Welfare and
Internal Affairs Committee, and External Affairs
Committee
l w ant to m ake o u r SG A the
• Student Center Building Manager
best a n d m ost effective
• Montclarion staff member

stu d en t governm ent in the
country.

Goals
I want to, "make our SGA the best and most
effective student government in the country, and to
make MSU the most student friendly campus that exists! 1 intend to use my experience and
my love for the SGA to motivate students both in and out of the SGA, to get back to the
SGA’s original purpose: serving students. In short, to improve programming, to advance
student causes, to improve the quality of life for all students, to make the SGA a unifying
body that is an influential and powerful force on campus, respected by administration,
faculty and most importantly, students.

Experience
• M em ber o f the P resident’s Com mittee on
Affirm ative Action
• African Am erican Studies Com mittee
• University President Search Com mittee
m em eber
• SGA legislator
• SGA Judiciary branch justice
• Chair, SGA Welfare and Internal Affiars
Committee

Goals

I want to, “ increase student involvem ent in

/ want to schedule
programming to help end the
“suitcase college" dilemma
we're experiencing here at
MSU.

the SGA, schedule program m ing to help end
the “suitcase college” dilem m a w e ’re
—
experiencing here at M SU, better prom ote scholarship and scholarly
achievem ent here on cam pus, increase faculty and student involvem ent with
each other so that m ore respectable relationships outside o f the classroom can
be built, and address the lack o f child care for resident and com m uter students
w ho have children.”

Candidate for Vice-President
Major: History
Year: Sophomore
GPA: 2.97
E xperience
SGA legislator, 2 years
President Pro Tempore, l year
Chair, SGA Constitutional Review Committee
Eagle Scout
14 years in the Grange
Chair, SGA Space Allocation Committee
Member, Food Services Committee
Member, University Planning Committee
Goals
“The job of Vice-President includes four major
duties. First is to run the SGA meetings. I have
W ith an overw helm ing
done this on several occasions and am familiar
sense o f dedication and
with the workings of the meetings. Second is the
school
spirit l fe e l I can
overseeing of the SGA committees. Over the past
two years I have sat on almost every standing
fu lfill th is fin a l duty.
committee and also been chairperson of the
Constitutional Review committee and Space
Allocation Committee. I am very comfortable
with my ability to run and oversee these types of meetings. Next is to be the central
point of assistance for SGA organization. I again feel that I have often proven myself in
this capacity. Lastly, the final duty of the VP is to act as a representative of the
undergraduate student body and university as a whole. With an overwhelming sense of
dedication and school spirit I feel I can fulfill this final duty. It is my desire to be SGA
VP so that I can offer everything I can to Montclair State University.”

THE 1 9 9 8
SGA EXECUTIVE
BOARD
ELECTIONS

he elections start this Saturday. You will
be able to vote in Dickson Hall, Blanton
Hall and in the Student Center at various
times between 8 a.m. on Saturday, April 4 and 10
p.m. on Tuesday, April 7. (See opposite for poll
hours) Any undergraduate Montclair State
University student can vote once, and
must present their MSU I-card, or
some other form of picture
I identification upon voting. The
results of the election will be
tallied by the Student Government
Association and announced at their
weekly meeting on. Wednesday, April 8th in room
411 of the Student Center. See what candidates
The Montclarion is endorsing on page 23.

T
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CANDIDATE
PROFILES
Candidatefor Secretary
m sm n m
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Candidate for Treasurer
K enyatta M ontgom ery
Major: Psychology
Year: Senior
GPA: 2.5

Major: Psychology
Year: Sophomore
GPA: 3.1

E xperience

E xperience

• SGA Legislator, 1 year
• SGA Residence Life Chairperson
• Floor supervisor, Gap ofWillowbrook
Mall

SGA legislator
SGA Judicial branch justice
• President, Organization o f Students for
African Unity
• President, Iota Phi Theta Fraternity,
Inc.
• Master o f Rituals, Alpha Kappa Psi,
Professional Co-ed Business Fraternity
• SGA Elections Independent Supervisor,
•
•

G oals
“ A s s e c re ta ry , th e tw o m o s t im p o rta n t
th in g s I h a v e in m in d f o r th e M S U
c a m p u s a re m o re a c tiv itie s a n d e v e n ts

I would work as a team with
my counterparts... in order to
achieve ultimate success fo r
o n c a m p u s . In a d d itio n , I w o u ld w o rk
the student body.
a s a te a m w ith m y c o u n te r p a r ts in o ffic e
a n d im p ro v e d p u b lic ity o f th e s e e v e n ts

in o r d e r to a c h ie v e u ltim a te s u c c e s s fo r

1997
G oals

To ensure that proper
financial procedures are
understood and followed.

“To e n su re th at p ro p e r fin a n c ia l
p ro c e d u re s are u n d e rsto o d a n d fo llo w e d .’

th e s tu d e n t b o d y o f M S U .” In o r d e r to
p r e p a r e f o r th e p o s itio n , “ I h a v e w o r k e d h a n d in h a n d w ith th e c u rre n t
a c tiv e s e c re ta ry a t S G A m e e tin g s a n d I h a v e s e rv e d as a c tin g s e c re ta ry
a t o n e S G A m e e tin g .”

_____ B.O.T. Alternate
. Nsspr..

4 >sf #
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Saturday. April 4
Dickson Hall • 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Jgjf Wk\

*§{£$ .f t j ,

X

Monday. April 6
Student Center • 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Blanton Hall • 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Dickson Hall • 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Tuesday. April 7
Dickson Hall • 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. / 8 p.m to 10
p.m.
Blanton Hall • 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

There is no candidate
on the ballot for the
position of Board of
Trustees Alternate.
However, votes may be
cast for the position in
the form of write-in
candidates.
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April Fool’s Day laughter is the best cure
By Peter K ofitsas
S taff Writer
here was once a very serious per
son who took everything that was
said and done to him personally.
He was offended easily and often frus
trated by everything and everyone around
him. His ego became inflated and he had
convinced himself that he was much more
important than he really was. Then one
day he cured himself of these hang-ups,
he discovered humor. He learned how to
laugh at himself at critical times which
alleviated pressure and brought about a
more real perspective of the world around
him. We all have at one time or another
taken ourselves too seriously. Although
it is true that we are all important, not ev
erything we say and do is.
Therapists tell us that a panacea for
highly stressful situations is humor. If you
have ever had the chance to observe an

T

emergency room team
you
m ight
be
shocked at the
things said dur
ing a trauma. A
person may lie
dying on the
table, yet the
team goes on
m aking jokes
and laughing at
irrelevant
things or them
selv es. W hat
they have discov
ered is that humor
can help allevi
ate some of the
stress in their
jobs. W ith
out the hum or
^
the m ental stress
/
might prove to be too
much to handle.

Over
M atter

H um or, if handled co r
rectly, can set everyone at
ease. The American
Association for
T h e ra p e u tic
H um or say s,
“We know that,
in general, hu
mor aimed at
oneself is well
received by
ot hers.
When we are
the target o f
our own humor,
others share our hu
mor but are not threat
ened or injured by it. Hu
mor aimed at situations is also
generally appreciated by others,
since it, too, has a target other
than another person or group of
people. Humor aimed at other indi
viduals or groups may be harmful and

not well received as it often is used to put
down, insult, or degrade another.”
Nurse, Patty Wooten says “Humor
is a quality of perception that enables us
to experience joy even when faced with
adversity.” She explains that we can re
main healthy by using humor to protect
us from the harmful stress we may face
every day.
Many philosophers offer that humor
is an integral component of happiness, the
end of all means. Without it our lives can
become bland and mundane. Laughing
brings color into our human cheeks and
we are often saved from emotional disas
ter by a good joke. Many say the world is
a scary place. Facing it too seriously can
cloud our perceptions of what is really
important, like ourselves, our families,
and our basic needs of love and happi
ness.
So as the fools of April blossom
along with the flowers, laugh, smile, tell
a joke and lighten up. Its good for the
soul.

Deluca plays with minds

When sex becomes rape:
date and acquaintance rape
reflect an accurate estimate of the cases
of date/acquaintance rape since less than
Special to The Montclarion
10 % of all forms of rape are ever reported.
Date and acquaintance rape is preva
riends and lovers play an impor lent on college campuses. One in four
tant part in being a healthy adult college women have been raped; they
and enjoying the college experi have been forced physically or verbally,
ence. It is also important to learn not only actively or implicitly, to engage in sexual
how to enjoy yourself, but also how to activity. Some experts believe that one
protect yourself from the problems en explanation for such high statistics is that
countered in our less than perfect world.
young people constrained for most of their
One of those problems is date and lives by parents and laws are unprepared
acquaintance rape.
to act respably in a “free” environment.
Date and acquaintance rape are a This “freedom” can lead to unrestrained
form of sexual assault involving coercive drug and alcohol use, which then leads to
sexual activities by known persons. Usu sexually irresponsible acts, and then to
ally the perpetrator is a man, although both rape.
men and women can be raped. Women,
Another theory portrays America as
however, arc most often the targets of this a rape culture. Our society dictates dif
violence. Unfortunately, survivors of this ferent traits for men and women. Women
kind of rape tend not to report attacks. We are expected to be passive, unassertive,
know that the incidences are very high and dependent. Similarly, men are taught
since they comprise from 50% to 75% of to be aggressive, even intim idating.
all reported rapes. These figures do not
See RAPE on p. 11
By S u sa n H e rm a n , Ph.D .

F

TIMOTHY M . CASEY/MONTCLARION

Professional hypnotist, Tom Deluca, entertained hundreds of students for an April
Fool’s Day treat. Deluca’s technique worked on a dozen volunteers for the
enjoyment of the audience. The hypnotized participants performed out-of-theordinary tasks such as: taking off clothes, posing like body builders, speaking
gibberish and stealing each other's shoes. The response of the audience to
Deluca's antics was overwhelming laughter. The amusing event was sponsored by
C.L.U.B.
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Sigm a Delta Phi receives recognition
By K ara L. Richardson
Feature Editor
igma Delta Phi prioritizes commu
nity service in their sorority. Their
work has been commended by the
organizations that they have made a dif
ference in.
The sisters of Sigma Delta Phi were
recognized by the New Jersey Brain In
jury Association for raising $250. The
money will sponsor a person to be in
volved in the TREK Program. TREK is a
week-long program that assists people
ages 20-30 with Brain Injuries. Sigma
Delta Phi also sold over $300 in ads for
their Annual Ad Journal.
Karen Smith, Sigma Delta Phi Phi
lanthropy chair said “We chose this orga
nization because one of our sister’s sib
lings had been in a car accident where she
had receive attention from the NJBIA.”
According to Smith, Sigma Delta
Phi has been involved with many chari
table causes this year. The sorority fundraised for the American Heart Association.
Their annual King and Queen of Hearts
process raised $250 and crowned the two
people who’s participation added the most
generous monetary contributions. The
couple was recognized at the Cotillion, the

S

Nicole S. Rodriguez
Her whole life ahead o f her.
But that’s behind her now.
Killed by a drunk driver
July U 1993
Cutler, CA

If you don’t stop someone
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.
FRIENDS DON’TLETFRIENDS DRIVEDRUNK.

COURTESY OF SIGMA DELTA PHI SORORITY

The sisters of Sigma Delta Phi gather together to do good for people and organizations
in need.

annual sorority “debutante’s ball” which
introduces newly initiated sisters of the
previous year.
In addition to their major philan
thropies, Sigma Delta Phi has participated
and contributed to events and organiza
tions such as: food drives, plione-a-thons,

When sex
becomes rape

"An Eco-Tips
Sing Along"

________________ RAPE, cont. from p. 10

strong, and relentless. They are taught not
to take no for an answer. This leads to
men misinterpreting a wom an’s commu
nications. Typically in a date/acquaintance rapes, a man will decide that a
woman is acting coy or hard to get in a
sexual situation. He may believe that she
really means yes, although she has been
saying no.
Communication is the most impor
tant avenue to understanding another
person’s desires and needs. Misinterpre
tation of “no” for “yes” or rationalization
that what she really needs is the sex he
wants. The bottom line is that YES means
YES and NO means NO.
If a person says no and is still co
erced or forced into having sex, then a rape
has occurred.
Acquaintance rape is a crime. Rap
ists may use many different types of force.
These include threats, coercion, manipu
lation, intimidation, or perhaps weapons.
You cannot always avoid acquain
tance rape, but you can minimize your
chances of being raped.
Consider the following suggestions:
1. Set sexual lim its and discuss
them openly. It is your body and no one
has the right to force or manipulate you.
2. Communicate your expectations
clearly. Be forceful and firm if you do
See RAPE on p. 13

Project Graduation and Project Santa. The
group plans on visiting a children’s hospi
tal on Monday, April 27.
“G reek organizations are not all
about beer and parties. We play a great
part on campus as well as off campus.”
Smith said.

up
And we have been witness
To the rape o f the world
Mother o f us all, place o f our birth
How can we stand aside and
watch the rape o f the world?

co-Tips presents: a musical in
terlude. Think about it.

If you look you’ll see it with your
own eyes
If you listen you will hear her cries
If you care, you will stand and tes
tify
And stop the rape of the world
Stop the rape of the world.

“T he R ape o f T he W orld
Tracy Chapman

birth
How can we stand aside and
watch the rape o f the world?
This the beginning of the end
This the most heinous of crimes
This the deadliest of sins
The greatest violation of all time
Mother of us all, place of our
birth
We all are witness to the rape of
the world
You ’ve seen her stripped mined
Y ou’ve heard o f bom bs e x 
ploded underground
You know the sun shines hotter
than ever before
Mother of us all, place of our
birth
¿y f-? s.-X'.X"'
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We all are witness to the rape of
the world
Some claim to have crowned her
a queen
With cities of concrete and steel
There is no glory, no honor
In what results from the rape of the
world
Mother of us all, place o f our birth
We all are witness to the rape of
the world
She has been clear-cut
She has been dumped on
She has been poisoned and beaten

Mother o f us all.
Mother of us all.
Mother of us all.
Mother of us all.
Eco-Tips is sponsored by the Con
servation Club, a Class II Organization
of the SGA.
As always, all are welcome to at
tend:
Earth Day Committee meetings
Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in Cafeteria C,
and
Conservation Club general meet
ings Thursdays at 4 p.m. in the Com
muter Student Lounge.
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Ten thousand eves
are on ine,
shouting Casey,
go ah the way.
First base,
second base,
third base.
Make your
move today.
J

Do it, Casey,
Score,

1

mighty Casey,
score.
But I ju st don’t
•

c.

get it.
Is that what
airls are for?

if you d o n ’t talk wi t h y o u r kids about se\, w h o w ill? Be sure to start
an h on e st, open dialogue wi t h them at an early age. C a ll for a free booklet that can help
you discuss all kinds o f tough issues like sex, AI DS and vio le n ce .

Imaginations run wild. Talk with your child.
C a ll

1-800 C h i l d - 44 .
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not want sex. Sometimes men inter
pret passivity as permission.
3. Alcohol or drugs may disable
you or your partner to m ake clear
choices about sex.
Many times women or men who
have been date or acquaintance raped
do not view the assault as a rape. They
may experience some or all o f the
symptoms of rape trauma stemming
from the violation of the body and the
betrayal of a friend, but still may not
consider the incident rape.
Some symptoms o f rape trauma are:
- Sleep disturbances
- Eating pattern disturbances
- Mood swings
- Feelings of humiliation and
self blame
- Nightmares
- Anger
- Fear of Sex
- Difficulty trusting others.
Often, especially in a college
situation, the rape survivor and the at
tacker live near each other or may see
each other every day. This can be par
ticularly stressful to the survivor be
cause the man may see the rape as a
conquest or “just a mistake.” Bystand
ers and friends of both people may not
view the incident as the rape it is and
consequently will not lend the survi
vor the support they need. Friends of
the survivor may misinterpret the inci
dent and feel that somehow the rape
*K.£'
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StaffWriters

was deserved or that the survivor
“asked for it” by wearing sexy cloth
ing or by getting drunk. Some people
may belittle the survivor’s traumatic
experience saying things such as “She
liked the guy anyway, so what’s the big
deal?” Some say, these attitudes that
blame the survivor are embedded in our
culture and help to perpetuate violence
against women and sexual violence
such as date and acquaintance rape.
The important thing to remember is that
if there are feelings of violation, if a
person’s lifestyle and self-esteem are
negatively affected by the incident, or
the survivors believe they have been
raped, then it is rape.
Date and acquaintance rape is not
only a women’s issue. Men must be
actively aware of this issue, as they can
help minimize rape by educating them
selves and others. Lovers, neighbors,
co-workers, dates and classmates —
these all can be perpetrators of date and
acquaintance rape. In order for this to
be minimized, men (and women) must
stop “blaming the victim” and start tak
ing responsibility for their own actions.
There are many groups on cam
pus designed to help rape survivors,
give referrals, and talk about concerns.
They are all confidential.
Psychological Services------ 655-5211.
Health and Wellness Center-655-4361.
Women’s Center---------------655-5114.
Campus Security-------------- 655-5122.
Dean of Students-------------- 655-4118.
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skates.
dye a T -shirt outsi
ric k dandelions an d o th er
e rs an d give th e m t^ y o u p - .

ft a convertiblefoi
r
good frien d s an
and hit th e road.
lTyoti m ust go to the m ail,
ind sandals shopping.
li a basket w ith sandwiches
m unchies and have a pic-

ib a sketch pad and draw
om ing flower.
P y m orning drive
iunrise breakfast.
m orning.
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16. S pring
find y o u r long M
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onto Bloomfield. Follow this down to
M ount Prospect (Exxon on corner),
make a left on M ount Prospect. Stay
on Mount Prospect until the end and
make a right onto NorthfieldAve. Fol-
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great aspects o f every other park, plus deals!), as well as some short plays. For
a fe w o fits o w n . The park is equiped those of you who missed the “Shakespeare
with a full playground, tennis courts in the Park” performances last summer,
and a softball field as well as a 1 1/2 be sure to check them out this year! You
mile track around a beautiful lake, can get an update of the events at the park

snacks or even lunch.
¡:

i is a little corny, but no They feature over 20 flavors of ice
doubt if you tty it y o u 'll have a great time! Scream, as well as a few frozen yogurt
The Turtleback Zoo is open now for the choices, all made right there, homeseason! Hours are 1 0 :00a.m .-4:30p.m . m ade and delicious! M y personal
daily and it’s so cheap! It’s only bucks re c o m e n d a tio n is th e stra w b e rry
for adults and 2 bucks for kids! The cheescake - it’s to die for! Hours are 9
Turtleback isn’t the biggest zoo around, a.m.-lO p.m. Prices range from $2-$6

zoo is a great time and has plenty to
do. You can eat, play and enjoy the sights
all day! How long has it been since you
have been to the zoo? It’s not just for kids!

you can sun bathe or just relax
Thke Normal Ave. exit, make a left,
lanket where no one will bother Make a right onto Valley, take this all the
_____________ V ; _________ ______ .
„T> I
t*V
you
or get
lowed to fish in the lake, just be care- Bloomfield, and follow that down a few
Directions to The Turtleback Zoo
ful not to get in the way o f all the miles, where you will see the park’s en- from campus:
roller-binders, runners and bikers! trance on your left, (appiox. 10 minutes
Address: 560 Northfield Ave., West
They also allow you to rent paddle from campus)
Orange 731-5800
boats to take out in the water at very
Exit from Normal Ave. e x it Make
good prices! Verona Park also hosts a
Not ju s t for K ids
a left. Make a right onto Valley Rd. Take
wide variety of events throughout the
Now, some o f you may be skeptical this out to Bloomfield Ave. Make a left

S

'
G re a te st S tu ff on E a rth
W hen I think summer, I think ice
cream. Anyone else agree? Applegate

gry? Head on over there todayl
Directions to Applegate Farms
from campus:
Address: 16 Grove Street, Upper
AA
M ontclair 1744-5900
Exit Normal Ave. exit. Make a
left. M ake a right onto Valley, then
make a left at the first light. Make a
right onto Grove St., take a few blocks
and Applegate Farms will be on your
left, (approx. 5 minutes from campus!)
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New law bans alcohol advertisements from
college publications
By S a m K usic
College Press Service
new Pennsylvania law, designed
to help curb underage and exces
sive drinking, has left college
newspaper staffs across the state claim
ing they’ve been hung out to dry.
The law, approved last year and
commonly known as Act 199, bans alco
hol advertisements from “any booklet,
program , book, yearbook, m agazine,
newspaper, periodical, brochure, circular
or other similar publication published by,
for or on behalf of any educational insti
tution.” The law also prohibits ads—drink
specials and happy-hour invitations included-announcing the availability of al
cohol.
Violators face a $50 to $1,000 fine
and could have their liquor licenses sus
pended or revoked.
Many college editors say the law
infringes on free speech. Adding insult
to injury, they say, in the loss of precious
advertising revenue, which is often one
of the biggest sources of income for many
school papers. The Pennsylvania News

A

Thürs.

2

paper Publisher’s Association is on their
side. The group has come up with its own
proposal to kill the new law and is look
ing for a legislator to sponsor it, said John
Feichtel, the association’s m edia law
counsel.
If the law isn’t changed, some stu
dent editors say they fear it will lead to
more editorial restrictions.
“This is just a start,” said Robert
Morrison, editor-in-chief of Bloomsburg
University’s “The Voice.” “What else will
they take away?”
Some proponents dism iss argu
ments that the law violates First Amend
ment rights.
“I think the concerns o f young
people outweigh that right,” said state
Rep. Terry Van H orne, who quickly
pointed to recent student deaths at Penn
sylvania State University and Indiana
University at Pennsylvania to bolster his
view.
Far more certain is the law ’s effect
on many student papers’ budgets, student
editors say. This year’s financial reports
reveal that school papers statewide have
taken hits. The “California Times” of
California University of Pennsylvania, for

Eating Disorder Support Group, 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. at
the Health and Wellness Center.
Conservation Club meets 4:00 p.m., SC Room 124.
Chess in the SC at 12 p.m. in Cafe C.

April
Fri.
'

3

C.L.U.B. selling tickets to Devil’s Game, $10 with
MSU ID, game starts 7:30 p.m., transportation
provided, call X5232.

April
Sau/Sun. Sunday Mass: 11:30 a.m. Kopps Lounge and 6:30 p.m. in
the Newman Center.
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4/5
April
Mon.

6
April
Tue.

7
April
Wed.

8
April
Thurs.

9
April

Narcotics Anonymous, 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. in the
Wellness Center Conference room.
Latinsimo Rengue Salsa Workshop, SC rm 100, 4 p.m.
Japanese Animation Lovers, Library rm30 7-9 p.m.
Muslim Students’Association meeting, SC rm 417, 4 p.m
Dreams Come True, interest meeting 3 p.m., SC rm 112.
Alcoholics Anonymous, Blanton Hall 3:30pm. for more
information call X7746.
LASO general membership meeting, SC rm 417, 4 p.m.
Gallery 3 1/2 meeting, 3-4 p.m., Calcia rm208.
O.S.A.U. meeting, SC cafe C, 7:30 p.m.
Players general meeting, 6 p.m., SC Cafe C.
Massage with Kemp Carr, 11 a.m.-l p.m., 10$, call
X4361 for appointment.
Double Helix Club, Finnley Hall rm210, 2 p.m.
"How Much Can the Brain Change?” sponsored by the
Double Helix Club, Finnley rm 206, 4 p.m.
Eating Disorder Support Group, 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. at
the Health and Wellness Center.
Conservation Club meets 4:00 p.m., SC Room 124
Chess in the SC at 12 p.m. in Cafe C.
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Flashy liquor advertisements, like this one, are now a thing of the past in college
publications due to a recent law.

example, stands to lose between $600 and
$800 each semester, said Editor Nicole
Dulin.
“It’s not an overwhelming loss, but
it’s significant,” she said. “The whole law
is ridiculous. It simply shouldn’t exist.”
Pennsylvania State U niversity’s
“Daily Collegian” thought it had found a
way around the law when it published a
list of bars, happy-hour times and drink

specials and offered it as a free service to
readers and local bar owners.
The paper displayed the information
in a column called the “Over 21 Scene”
that lasted only three weeks. Pennsylva
nia Liquor Control Enforcement officers
gave verbal warnings to owners who had
contributed information to the column.
Officers did not, however, contact the pa
per, Editor Megan Donley said.

isL Campus Calendar
G ot an event going on? Send it
to The Montclarion so we can
put it in the Cam pus Calendar!

USED BOOK & MUSIC !SALE
NEW & USED BOOKS & LPs

• LAST DAYS •
1/2 Price Days

<

APRIL 2, 3, 9:30-9

M

SAT, APRIL 4, 9:30 - 6
College Women’s Club of Montclair
26 Park St. Lower Level 783-7040

o

$5/Bag Day

Jung Ohk Cho pursues her dreams at MSU
By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor
ver since she was a young girl in
Korea, Jung Ohk Cho (Theresa)
has dreamed of being an artist.
She is finally realizing her dream here at
MSU. She came to the United States in
1992 and attended Bergen Community
College where she majored in fine arts.
She transferred to MSU in the Spring of
1995. Theresa is a bachelor of fine arts
major with a concentration in printmaking
and will graduate this May.
Her love of art began when she was
in middle school and once in high school
she won two awards for her works in wa
ter color, which is her artistic background.
A fter she com pleted high school she
worked in a bank in Korea for nine years
before deciding to come to America to
pursue her interest in art.
She says the reasons that she loves
art are that, “I can express my inside
feelings...when I have a show and I share
with the viewer and they enjoy.” There
are many facets to printmaking, her work
is mixed media involving monoprint, etch
ing and collagraph. This semester she
has also developed a love for book art,
which also helps her to express her
thoughts. "I really love book art. Actu

E

ally when my professor said you should
take a book art class, I thought I didn’t
want to take book art. I took it and I really
loved it.” Her book art is interesting and
allows the viewer to see many different
views combined into one as does her
prints. Another medium which she started
working with in Korea is calligraphy.
Calligraphy, for her, is another way of
expressing herself.
One very emotional turning point in
her life has played a major role in the
them e behind her works. “The recent
death of my mother has caused me to think
about and explore images of death within
my work. My work examines the frailty
of human life and the unknowable quali
ties of the afterlife.” Theresa dedicated
her exhibit at Gallery 3-1/2 last semester
to her mother. She described that exhibit.
“The temple series explores the ritual as
pects of ceremonies of the dead. Family
traditions that have been handed down
from generation to generation have in
spired this series of prints and fine art
books.”
Theresa’s work contains a lot of
symbolism. “My Buddhist family back
ground is evident in the use of temple
imagery. The turtle symbolizes long life
and the seed refers to the idea of rebirth
and reincarnation. The peach seed, in

TIMOTHY M . CA5EY/MONTCLARION

Jung ohk Cho (Theresa) stands next to newly completed pieces from her “Fish" series.

particular, is special because it reminds
me of my grandmother’s peach groves.”
Another symbol she uses is dried fish, “On
New Year’s Day and Korean Thanksgiv
ing Day [Choo Seok], dried fish is scat
tered near our ancestors’ graves as a ritual
offering.” She also uses fragmented fig
ures in many of her works, most of which
are symbols of her mother. •
Theresa cited Professor Catherine
Bebout as her greatest artistic influence,
she was instrumental in her decision to
change her concentration from painting to
printmaking. One of the many reasons

she loves printmaking, besides being able
to work in so many facets, is the learning
p ro cesses that go into p rintm aking.
Kandinsky and the late Leon DeLeeuw,
through whom she saw the influence of
music in art, have also impacted her work.
Robert Rauschenberg, has also influenced
her.
T heresa plans to go to graduate
school and then continue on to become a
master printmaker. Her ultimate goal is
“to exhibit my work in New York City and
become a famous artist This should not
See CHO on p. 19

Stars of the Shanghai Acrobatic Theater perform feats of wonder
By J.R. O akes
Staff Writer
n Saturday night, I had the plea
sure of attending The Stars of the
Shanghai Chinese Acrobatic Cir
cus in Memorial Auditorium. This show
was filled with a dazzling array of acro
batic feats that would have seemed im
possible to me. had 1 not seen them per
formed right before my eyes.
The show opened with several male
acrobats twirling and jumping through
hoops that were stacked vertically on
stage. These hoops seemed to be no big
ger than the circumference of their bod
ies. Yet they were able, with a running
start, to fly through them, doing a series
of somersaults. The circles were stacked
one on top of the other; the highest was
about nine feet above the stage.
There was a juggler who was able
to balance a 20 lb. ceramic bowl from his
head to his feet without using his hands.
I thought they would definitely need a
clean-up crew to pick up the shattered
pieces of that bowl.
One o f the women acrobats dis
played her ability to make the most of

O

space by fitting herself into a long, cylin
drical barrel that appeared to be no larger
than her head. She was able to fit her en
tire body into this small space. I was anx
ious to see how she was going to get out.
Of course, she was able to get out with
ease.
The show also had a series of in
tense balancing acts. Each one was flaw
lessly performed. One of the acrobats
balanced 21 wooden benches, that totalled
210 lbs., on his head. To verify this
weight, they called upon an audience
member to try to lift it. The volunteer was
unable to move the benches even an inch
from the stage.
There was a woman who was able
to balance about 12 small glasses on three
tiers of glass trays upon her forehead. She
started with one large stemmed glass and
then four of the other acrobats helped her
build this glass structure piece by piece.
I was wondering when they were going
to stop bringing her more glasses to bal
ance. Just when I thought that no more
could be added, these skilled acrobats took
the act to the next level.
There was an 11 -year-old acrobat
that was able to balance about 7 bowls on
her head while she was standing and do

ing tricks on another acrobat’s shoulders.
Another acrobat was able to ride a uni
cycle as she stacked bowls from her feet
to her head. She stacked about 10 bowls
on her head without dropping one of them.
Another act involved an acrobat
who balanced herself on top of a multiple
layer of chairs. She almost reached the
stage lights! As with the other perform
ers. after this acrobat took her act to the
extreme, I wondered how she would get
out of it. It was as exciting to see her get
down from that stack of chairs as it was
to see her climb up on them.
The acrobats performed with only a
small pad on the ground to break their fail
if something went wrong. There was little
room for error, which made the acts that
much more intense.
The master of ceremonies for the
performance explained that in China, be
ing an acrobat is like being a football
player in America. Parents try to get their
kids involved in the art at an early age.
There are special acrobatic schools in
China that accept only the best of the best,
he explained. At an early age, the chil
dren are trained in the discipline required
to be a skilled acrobat. Each student is
singled out for a special talent that they

possess, and this is then developed into a
specialty.
Many of the large cities in China
have their own teams of acrobats that
travel around the country, competing with
one another. The very best travel the globe
to display the art of Chinese acrobatics
for all the world to see.

Stars of the Shanghai Acrobatic Theater
amazed audiences at MSU.
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’ve come to the conclusion that soaps
are like nicotine, you just can’t put
the remote down. For those of you,
who like me, have realized you have a
problem and want to fix it— STOP READ
ING MY COLUMN!!! But for those of
you who just can’t live without (me) my
column, read on!
One Life to Live: Blair pretends
to be Kelly in order to steal Kelly’s inher
itance from Ian. Todd and Blair come to
an agreement about Star. Todd asks Tea
for a month to prove to her he’s changed.
Andrew takes a sabbatical from the church
and ends up in bed with Tea. Jacara finds
the videotape and brings it to Max. Max
is shocked to find out that his children are
still alive.
G en era l H o sp ita l: A lthough
Robin’s condition worsened without her
medication, Tony refused to bring her to
the hospital. Jason went to Tony’s, found
Robin and M ichael and said a prayer
thanking God. Tony showed up before
he could get them out and threatened Ja
son with a rifle. The two struggled and
Jason got the gun and smashed Tony’s
hand with it. Jason rushed Robin and
Michael to the hospital and left his men
to guard Tony. Lucky makes a deal with
Helena, which his father overhears.
Port Charles: Matt shot Bobby, but
the danger is not gone. Grace expresses
her sympathy for him. With Frank out of
town, Lark is up to the same tricks. Lucy’s
in hot water because of her anti-stress for

I

mula and decides to fold up the company.
When Salvatore, M att’s father, almost at
tacks Ellen, Matt pulls a gun on his dad.
Jake finds out “C hloe’s” real identity.
Chris makes a deal with Bennett to find
the lab d a ta in exch an g e fo r the
Quartermaine scholarship.
AH My Children: Hayley got ex
cited when Mateo squeezed her hand and
Jake tried to tell her that that is not neces
sarily a sign of anything. Brooke finally
realized that Edmund’s in serious danger
after finding out Judy is dead. Bianca
went to the eating disorder clinic. Travis
gave Erica joint custody of Bianca. Jim
makes Edmund call Brooke to tell her he’s
fine, but Brooke picks up on subtle hints
to the contrary. Kelsey overhears Scott
reveal to Kevin that he likes her and was
caught off guard by her admission of love
for him.
The Young and the Restless: Neil
accidentally overheard Dru and Olivia
arguing and confronted Olivia for an
swers. Keith decided to take a different
approach with Tricia to avoid losing her
completely. Sharon moved in with her
mother since Nick left home. Jack went
to the ranch and found Nikki on the floor
unconscious and Josh dead upstairs. Jack
called Victor; he and Diane rush home to
be with Nikki. After some searching, Nick
and Victoria were given the news about
their mother and rushed to her bedside.
Victor fondly remembered his past with
Nikki and she briefly opened her eyes.

Lii v e s

As The World T\irns: Barbara de
cided to divorce John who got hysterical
at the news. Lily lost the lawsuit with
David. Molly thinks David was the one
behind the expensive gifts so she made
love to him. Sam and Kirk finally re
newed their wedding vows. Hal blamed
Nikki when he found Carly’s pregnancy
test. At the carnival Jack and Margo
chased down a drug dealer as Deena tried
to make an exchange.
Guiding Light: The Reva-clone is
now a teenager and realizes that she’s not
normal. Josh opts to tell her the truth and
explain to her about Reva. He promised
to stop the growth medicine once she is
fully grown and to let her be free to make
her own choices. Michael told Cassie the
truth but she found it too hard to believe.
Beth is having trouble bringing herself to
help Harley get Carl. Reva tries to find
out who’s on the island with her.
The Bold and The Beautiful: To
rid herself of guilty feelings, Amber de
cided to give Rick one of her kidneys de
spite C.J.’s protests. Ridge went to Tay
lor and told her about Rick. Thome came
in and the two brothers got into a huge
argument about Thomas and how Thome
kept the child’s paternity a secret. Grant
and Macy interrupted Rush’s plans for

Lauren. Rush is still pretending to be
Jonny.
Sunset Beach: Sean begins to ques
tion how Annie came up with a newborn
for Caitlin on the same day that Olivia’s
baby was lost. Gregory flipped out and
accused O liv ia of k illin g th eir son.
Derek, Ben’s evil twin, locks Ben up in
the warehouse. Ben realized that it was
Derek who was behind the murders and
managed to grab his brother by the throat.
Olivia attempts suicide.
Another World: Jake and Gary
broke into G rant’s house to search for
evidence. Grant noticed that someone had
gone through his stuff and suspects Joe.
Vicky went to Lila and offered her Shane’s
estate if she drops the lawsuit against Jake.
Etta Mae tries to give Vicky some hope
concerning the situation with Jake.
Days o f Our Lives: Abe decided
to tear-open the case on Kristen’s death.
He suspects that Laura is involved. Hear
ing this, Kristen is happy that they don’t
suspect her. Edmund has some suspicions
of his own. Although Maya agrees to help
Susan escape, a man tells them to be cau
tious because Susan is being watched.
Franco decided to assist Sami with her
“New Faces” campaign and convinces
Nicole to be their model.

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRICT
T h e L o s A n g e le s U n ite d S c h o o l D istric t is o ffe rin g
O u tsta n d in g e m p lo y m e n t o p p o rtu n itie s fo r m ath ,
sc ie n c e, e le m en ta ry , a n d sp ecial e d u c a tio n tea c h e rs.
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2. Swervedriver - 99th Dream
3. Reverberation - Blue Stereo
Music

- Jen-Fi

4. Sarge - The Glass Intact
Hello I’m A Truck - Hello I ’m
III ■ wm
H
WmfPI •.
A Truck

5. A Million Miles Away « VIA
6. The Wrens - Abbott ¡135

■■

18. Vitreous Humor Posthumous

To a rra n g e an in terv iew , p le a s e c o n ta c t
C aro l W e in e r a t (2 1 3 ) 6 2 5 -6 9 2 3 ,
b e tw e e n 1 1 :3 0 -7 p .m .
D e a d lin e fo r R eg istra tio n : April 10,1998

8. Julie Plug -Starmaker
■ggf'gV:

9. The Diggers - Mt. Everest

Palili

19. The Din Pedals - The Din
M

V ^ /■.'

•?>■■yV'vìsZ,'/' "'¿, :&fi-.
.'3y:'• >X
■ ■ ■.
«HfTT irti» VIM»«»«

tàiÿxSi?

10. Mystery Machine * Headfirst
Into Everything

•> ; >i/y w <, vW

^

'Inderbox
iémwhiéìéiéiéìimimhém^

^ ' ài

..........

Interview s:
A pril 2 3 ,1 9 9 8
N ew York City
R e c ru iters w ill be in N ew Y ork C ity to in te rv ie w
C a n d id a te s w h o h a v e c o m p le te d a sta te te a c h e r
C e rtific a tio n p ro g ra m , in c lu d in g s tu d e n t tea c h in g .

17. Gary Numan - Dawn
7. HUM •Downward is
Heavenward

E n try-L ev el saleries: $31, 3 0 4 to $ 5 4,580.
N o S alary R atin g -in L im itatio n s.
B ilingual D ifferen tials up to $ 5 ,0 0 0 p e r year.
E x cellen t b en efits pack ag e.
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“Visions on Three Continents” gives viewers a glimpse of culture
By Kris LaGreca
S taff Writer
ight now, until June 1, the Glo
bal Education Center will be dis
playing the wonderful photogra
phy of Professor Ron Hollander. This col
lection of photography is entitled “Visions
on Three Continents.”
The Global Education center may
sound unfamiliar to you, and with good rea
son. It is one o f M SU’s newer offices lo
cated on Normal Ave, directly across from
the main entrance. This University-owned
house is the new center for international
resources, and for the next two months, the
photography of Ron Hollander.
You may be surprised to find a pho
tography gallery in any office, but one visit
to the Global Education Center will change
your mind. Hollander’s photos fit perfectly
within the offices. His photos also wel
come people to visit the places in his work,
as well as, to explore the new center.
Professor Ron Hollander is the coor
dinator of the Journalism Program here at
MSU. His 27 years of experience as a re
porter and photojoum alist give him the
expertise to tell a story through photogra
phy and give a glimpse of life in other cul
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Ron Hollander's photograph of a bicyclist waiting for a train to pass in Inner Mongolia is
just one of his photos on display at the Global Education Center.

tures.
His dedication to each photo is evi
dent. “Waiting for the exact 250th of a
second when the locomotive is precisely
between the buildings,” says Hollander,
is what makes the difference between

Â
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A look behind the scenes
of “The Wedding Singer”
By Kevin Schwoebel

‘■litcc X-T HOT'
xü P o o z

hobby shots and professional photogra
phy.
Ron Hollander explored the conti
nents of Africa, Europe, and Asia with ex
hausting dedication to documenting life
as he observed it. Over two dozen pic

‘Offer good for a limited time.

• Not to be combined with any other offers. •

tures capture what he saw and experienced
during expeditions dating from 1972 to
1995. His photos are not only aestheti
cally beautiful, but reveal something about
the way people live halfway across the
globe.
Multiple photos bring to life steam
locomotives which, to my surprise, are
still in use in China. The iron and steel
beasts come alive in rem arkable shots
which took hours to capture in action.
Other photos like “Building Graves”
and “Meditation by a Temple” explore and
chronicle the cultures of the common
people of Mongolia, Africa, and China.
These shots are more than just a mere pic
ture. Ron Hollander’s attention to detail
allows viewers to imagine and visualize
what it’s like to live in such a different
culture.
On the lighter side, “Looking for
me?” and “Crowd at Sunset” capture the
wildlife that Ron witnessed on his jour
neys.
Stop by the Global Education Cen
ter anytime to leam more about what they
offer in the way of international programs,
and while you’re there, make sure to see
every photo of "Visions on Three Conti
nents” scattered throughout the offices.

ecently I got the chance to attend
a press conference with the stars
of the hit movie “The Wedding
Singer,” Drew Barrym ore and Adam
Sandler. H ere’s what they had to say
about the film:
Q:
What was the funniest thing
that happened on the set?
Drew : (Laughs) Well, there was
always a general vibe. I mean funny
things happened all the time and that
stands out to me more than specific events.
What about you?(to Adam)
Adam: Like you said, I don’t have
a particular story. It was all happiness,
walking around laughing. We really be
came good friends.
Q:
How was working with Billy
Idol?
Drew: Good. We were really sur
prised at how good he was! His lines, his
delivery...
Adam: He was funny as hell!
(Laughter). He did nail it.
Q:
The film is set in the 80’s.
What was it like to relive the era of your
childhood?
Adam: The 80’s was a fun time.
It’s when we grew up.

R

Drew: We’re far enough away from
it but close enough to remember it clearly.
Adam: And all the songs. Like,
I’ll hear one come on the radio and think
to m yself, ‘I rem em ber being in the
woods...’ (Laughter)
Q:
Adam, you make a lot of
references to the band VanHalen in all
your work. How do you feel about all of
the controversy surrounding that band?
Adam: Wow. I can’t make a po
litic a l sta te m e n t. I ju s t know that
VanHalen I and II...rem ind me of the
woods. (Laughter)
Q:
How much of the singing
that we see in “The Wedding Singer” was
you live?
Adam: About 90% of it. Then I go
back in the studio and fix a few things that
sounded crazy.
Q:
Drew, do you want to do
more comedy after this experience?
Drew: Yes, I can’t believe I finally
got to be in a movie like this. And it
sounds strange because I would go to see
the types of movies I’ve been in. But that
was really different for me. But it had
such a good energy about it that I had a
great time and I want to do more.
Make sure to catch “The Wedding
Singer” while you still can, you won’t be
disappointed.
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“The Man In The Iron M ask” appeals to audiences
By F ra n c a D iM aso

Staff Writer
hat is the most appealing as
pect of ‘T h e Man In The Iron
Mask?” Well, I say, and many
people will agree with me, it’s the impres
sively talented cast. After all, not only
does Leonardo DiCaprio have dual roles,
but we also get a chance to enjoy perfor
m ances by such great actors as John
M alkovich, Jerem y Iro n s, G erard
Depardieu, and Gabriel Byrne.
W ritten and directed by Randall
Wallace, who wrote the screenplay for
‘‘Bravcheart,” the movie is based on the
novel by Alexandre Dumas. It’s the story
of how the aging m usketeers, Aramis
(Irons), A thos (M alkovich), Porthos
(D epardieu), and d ’A rtagnan (Byrne)
struggle with the world and with each
other when it comes to replacing Louis
XIV of France (DiCaprio).
Aramis has become a priest and is
still struggling with himself, his past, and
his new position in life. But so are the
other musketeers. Athos has a grown son
and it seems that he’s devoting his entire
life to him and nothing else. Porthos,
who’s still full of life, and wants to enjoy
his food, his wine, and his women, is hav
ing trouble doing so as he’s trying to cope
with his old age. d ’Artagnan is the only
one who is till a full-time musketeer, spe

W
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King Louis XIV (DiCaprio) uses d ’Artagnan (Byrne) and Lieutenant Andre (Edward
Atterton) to stop the other Musketeers from escaping with Phillipe.

cifically, he’s the captain of the king’s
guards but doesn’t seem to be enjoying
any minute of it.
Part of the problem is that they’re
not completely satisfied with King Louis
XIV. He’s a young, spoiled king that takes
advantage of everyone. He always has a
different woman, and feeds his people
rotten food. Everyone seems to be an
noyed and thoroughly disgusted with the
king but they are is afraid to say or do
anything.
When the king, however, takes an
interest in Christine (Judith Godreche) the

fiancé of Raoul (Peter Sarsgaard), Athos’
son, the last straw was broken. As clever
and manipulative as the king is, he sends
Raoul off to battle where he is killed. The
chance the musketeers have been waiting
for begins to fall into place. Aramis’ plan
to overthrow the king is agreed upon by
everyone except d ’Artagnan, who wants
to remain loyal to Louis XIV. So much
for, “One for all. and all for one!”
After Aramis, Athos. and Porthos
have gone to the Bastille and freed the
mysterious prisoner the real action begins.
The prisoner happens to be Philippe, the

Soundtrack meets Great Expectations

CHO, cont. from p. 15

Cornell is not. This is the first song of his
solo career and if it is any sign of things
to come, Cornell will remain in the spot
lig h t for a w h ile, with or w ith o u t
Soundgarden. Cornell’s raspy voice and
tender guitar make this one of those songs
that cause you to smile and cry at the same
time.
R eef’s "Resig
nation” takes the al
bum for a quick pop
music turn with its
easy ly rics and
catchy tune. Also,
the singer has a re
ally cool wavering
voice. I’ve never
heard of this Reef
band before, bul they
remind me of one of
those rea lly good
summer bands.
The A lbum
also includes, “Wish
ful Thinking,” another one of those soft
Duncan Sheik songs. Poe’s “Today.” with
its steady beat and cool lyrics ("standing
in the doorway of my life in this house”),
is a treat for any Poe fan.
The Album also features the debut
solo track from Stone Temple Pilot’s Scott
Weiland. “Lady, Your Roof Brings Me
Down” reminds me of something you’d
hear at a carnival with its accordion and
slow tempo. But I have to say, I like it a
lot more than I liked the stuff from Talk

be a problem for her judging by the work
she has done so far. Theresa does a lot
of work at MSU as Treasurer of Gallery
3-1/2 and Technical Assistant for the
Printmaking Department. Any free time
she finds is spent working on her own
pieces. “I really enjoy my work...I live
here, I come here 8:30 a.m. and I usually
go until 8:00 at night.”
Theresa has shown her work at Gal
lery 3-1/2 both in a solo exhibit last se
mester and a group show in fall of 1996.
She also was one of the many artists who
showed their work in the recent “Love
and Technology” exhibit which was

By G a b rie lle W ild __________________

Assistant Arts Editor
very once in a while a really great
soundtrack comes out. Well, looks
like it is every once in a while
again. The soundtrack for the movie
“Great E xpecta
tions” is simply
great!
I t ’s so
great, that they
had to title the
soundtrack Great
Expectations —
The Album.
The Album
consists of sixteen
track s, fo u r o f
which do not ap
pear in the film.
G reat E x p e c ta 
tio n s fe a tu re s
w ell-know n a rt
ists such as Tori Amos. Pulp. Duncan
Sheik. The Verve Pipe, and the Grateful
Dead. It also treats us to debuts from new
solo artists. C hris C ornell and Scott
Weiland.
The album begins with an instru
mental track by Tori Amos and then erupts
into her spellbinding song “Siren.” This
romantic and intriguing track really sets
the tone for the rest of the album.
My fears were laid to rest when I
heard “ S u n sh o w er.” U nfortunately,
Soundgarden may be dead, but Chris

E

See EXPECTATIONS cont. on p. 19
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k in g ’s own tw in brother w ho’s been
locked up for six years in an iron mask.
When Philippe comes out of the mask the
movie takes off.
The first half of the movie is kind
of slow and it takes a while to get into the
story and to follow the plot. Perhaps be
cause there are too many main characters,
it seems as if as if there are many things
happening at once which is, of course, the
case. Honestly, though, the movie does
get more entertaining when DiCaprio
switches to his role as Philippe.
All the actors give strong enough
performances. Leonardo DiCaprio is
great as Louis XIV, though he doesn’t re
ally have regal bearing. I feel his perfor
mance as the submissive and tormented
Philippe is what really stands out, because
it suits him m ore, especially in those
scenes where he has to look troubled and
sad and emotions have to fly. Jeremy
Irons is quite convincing as a priest,
though he doesn’t really look like one. He
fits his role well, and the best thing about
his performance is his use of words, and I
believe his English accent has a lot to do
with it. Gerard Depardieu fits perfectly
into his role as the funny man. But at times
his sense of humor does get annoying,
especially, when we have to see his unat
tractive behind.
John Malkovich has lost a son, and
See MASK on p. 19
shown both at MSU and at Graze, Aus
tria. She has participated in group shows
at the Town Hall in Flushing, NY and at
the Westbeth Gallery in New York City.
In February 1997 she showed her work
at A1 Di La in Montclair, A1 Di La is the
other student gallery which is located in
downtown Montclair.
Theresa’s work is very interesting.
Her layering of ideas gives the viewers
insight into her own personal thoughts
and reflections on both death and life.
The work is both beautiful and thought
provoking. With her talent and determi
nation we will surely see Theresa’s work
being exhibited in the famous galleries
in New York City.
/S, 'SI

“61 Sonido «Tropical” S D.J. «Haz a Oilp Oiop 5
l. La Banda Loca - filila, Tilila

T Gang Starr - Work

2. Oro Duro - Tin Marin

2, Cam’ron - .357/Pull It

3. Servando Y Florentino - Una
Fan Enamorada

3. Cocoa Brovas - Black Trumpi
The Cash
■■-

4. Michel « Brujería

4. Cappadonna
- Run
-, ■... •. ■

5. Joe Veras - Faltando Tu Amor

5. All City - The Actual
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______ EXPECTATIONS, cont. from p. 18
Show, the band that the rest of the mem
bers of STP put together.
I was also psyched to see that Verve
Pipe had contributed a track to this al
bum. “Her Ornament” is one of those
tunes that makes you just want to get up
and jump around like there’s no tomor
row. I especially liked the lines “I just
want to be her exploitation and abbre
viation.”
“Walk This Earth Alone” by Lauren
Christy reminds me of a Tori Amos song.
It has that same mysticism to it and her
gentle voice glides along the smooth
rhythm.
“Breakable” is one of my favorite
tracks on this album. Fisher has defi
nitely come up with one of those songs
that you can’t help but look into. With
lyrics like “everytime you throw him to

^ ...^

•fromp. 18

, we don’t see much more o f
nd drive, and I feel that he
done so much more with his
jel Bymjj al^os^t c ^ p k t e l y
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the floor/why are you surprised to see/
he’s breakable,” how can you not? Also,
if you listen closely enough, Fisher
sounds like Natalie Merchant.
The Album also chooses to grace
us with old, yet, unforgettable tracks,
such as Iggy Pop’s “Success” and The
Grateful Dead’s “Uncle John’s Band.”
“Slave” by David Garza is more
like a poem set to music. Although, it
does have this island rhythm to it. It kind
of makes you want to get up and limbo.
Or maybe I ’ve just been drinking too
many Bahama Mamas lately.
I highly recommend picking up
this album, even if you didn’t see the
movie (like me). It’s well worth it. Af
ter all, with sixteen tracks, that’s like a
dollar for each track, or seventy-five
cents if you get it on sale. You just can’t
beat that!
the characters have secrets, and
s who pul! it off the best are
o, Irons, and Byrne.
Aside from the few awkward m o
ments there are, the movie is quite enjoy
able. I recommend the book f im and then
the movie, even though, I myself, have

a

;reat big fighting
nts, and lots o f cang about it is
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$100 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 p.m.
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
OPEN WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY TILL 3 AM

[_____ “Only 10 Minutes From School!”
D irections from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light,
make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on right.

3?3 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, M J 9 ? 3 -36 S - 080 ?
Check us out on the web!

www. looplounge. com
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control?

I would rather
sit on a pump
kin and have it
all to myself
than to be
crowded on a
velvet cushion.

Henry David
Thoreau
Those who
cannot remem
ber the past
are condemned
to repeat it.
George
Santayana

The more
things a man is
ashamed of,
the more
respectable he
is.
Bernard Shaw

We do not
count a
man’s years
until he has
nothing else
to count.
Ralph Waldo
Emerson

Montclair State University is currently trying to improve on a variety o f levels. If
you have strolled through campus, you have undoubtedly seen the renovation of build
ings. New athletic programs are sprouting up while the Baseball and Softhall teams are
making plans to move up to Division I. In the midst of all these alterations that might
draw more students to our campus, one might wonder what the university is doing to
improve the school in terms o f what goes on inside the classroom.
Since MSU achieved university status, the number of applicants has sharply risen.
The increased number of potential students is allowing the Admissions Department to
raise the standards for the incoming freshman. In an interview with Nicole Ditrani of The
Montclarion, Director of Admissions Allen Buechlor said, “The 1998 fall freshman class
will have an average SAT scores of 1100 combined and be in the top 20 percent o f their
graduating class, which is up four percent from previous years.” Also, applicants will be
required to have successfully completed a number of core classes in high school, a rough
counterpart of M SU’s General Education Requirement (GER).
Outside the classroom, the Admissions Department will be seeking students with a
record o f involvement in extracurricular activities. If MSU could pull in more students
with a history of on-campus involvement, perhaps the university could kick start the some
times drowsy student body.
For the freshman class of 1998, there are 6,000 applicants. O f these graduating
seniors, MSU will be selecting 1,200. As the number of applicants goes up, the Admis
sions Department is taking liberty in being more selective. This will ultimately equal a
much better university.
As the degree of prestige ascends for Montclair State, all of our degrees will be worth
more. Even people who have graduated will be able to say that they went to MSU and it
will mean something special because people will know that MSU is an institution of
merit. There are only positives for those of us who are already here.
As for the future, a better student body will allow the campus to further advance. As
MSU gains respect in the state, more New Jersey students will aspire to come here. MSU
could continue to raise its standards until it reaches a level of excellence that puts it on par
with such reputable state school as Rutgers University and The College o f New Jersey
(formerly Trenton State College).
Better students would also lead to other important improvements. MSU could build
on its research and academic programs while attracting more quality professors and ad
ministrators.
There is no down side to MSU raising its admission standards. It is in the best
interest o f the university to strive to achieve the best students available. As MSU marches
towards its goal of becoming one of the premier universities in the state, moves like this
one prove it is headed in the right direction.

Michelle Strollo-Math
I think everyone should own a
bazooka.
Pat Walsh-Physical Education
Everyone should have one and I
should be able to have a better
one than everyone else.
Nicole Midura-Dietetics
No one should have guns, unless
they are in law enforcement.
Otis Jones-Broadcasting
I don’t see a problem with guns
as long as you keep them away
from children.
Jim Day-English
Guns need to be taken out of
department stores and you should
enforce the time limit to get a
gun.
Jon Fagioli-History
Guns don’t kill people-bullets
kill people
Eric Alders-Commercial Rec.
T h e re sh o u ld be stric te r
restrictions on why people need
guns. There is no reason for
people to have semiautom atic
weapons. There should be an
agreement that owners promise
to lock up the gun if there are
children in the house.
John Zalepka-Finance
Although the 2nd Amendment
states that we have the right to
bear arms it should be amended
to fit today’s society because
there is no fea r o f a B ritish
invasion anymore.
Courtney Shaw-Business
Everyone has the right to bear
arms but a thorough check should
take place before issuing the gun.
Jarrod Andrisani-Poli. Sci.
Gun control is overrated. People
are going to get guns wherever
they go. It should be fixed so we
can control it in today’s world.
Suzanne Stroebel-Graph. Des.
I think there should be a gun in
every household.
A J.-Education
T his is the 1990s, the whole
world is a crazy trip. Everyone
should have a gun. Guns are
good.
lYacie Trela-Biology
I think everyone should have a
g u n , as long as they use it
responsibly.
Tiffany Mackenzie-Dance
I don’t think anyone should have
guns except for the military and
police enforcement.
Chops Kandil-Finance
All guns should be banned from
the w hole w o rld . E veryone
should just carry around flowers.
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40 Shades of Ed

Vote in this year’s SGA elections; say
“No” to the E-Board getting your money

By Edward Flannery
Opinion Page Editor
n a few days, you will be invited to
take place in the election on the
Student G overnm ent A ssociation
E x e c u tiv e B oard and the Board o f
Trustees Alternate. This is a crucial time
for the student body where every student
has the right to cast his or her votes for
the
fu tu re
of our
u n iv ersity .
Unfortunately, fewer students each year
are taking advantage of the opportunity
that MSU grants them . Last year, a
meager 900 or so students turned out to
the polls to determine this years E-Board.
The voter turnout was so low, in fact, that
there were not enough votes to enable the
SGA to correct spelling errors in its
Constitution. The way things are shaping
up right now, it appears that this year’s
election might have the potential to break
last years mark of student apathy.
Why is it that such a minute portion
of the student body cares about the run
ning the of SGA? For one thing, there
really aren’t any races that have the po
tential to arouse the interest of the cam
pus. There are five people running for
the Five elected positions. Every position,
with the exception of president, has a can
didate who is running unopposed and
there is nobody on the official ballot for
the Board of Trustees Student Represen

I

M O N T C t A

tative. The lack of quality candidates has
inspired a few individuals to join the race
as write-in candidates, such as Tim Casey
for Board Of Trustees Student Represen
tative. It is a truly sad state of affairs when
there such a lack of individuals who want
to step up and lead the student body. Such
a predicament means that a thoroughly un
qualified candidate might fall into a posi
tion of great
importance
sim ply be
cause he or
she took the
time to fill
out the peti
tion
and
complete
the applica
tion packet.
This
w ouldn’t be the first time some one
slipped into a high ranking position with
out beating another candidate to win. Two
years ago, Amy Fisher won the vice presi
dential election unopposed. Amidst a hail
of controversey, she became the SGA
president when Julio Marenco was im
peached. This time of flux lead to a lot of
uncertainty on the quality of the job that
Fisher could do as she was tossed into a

Why is it that such a minute
portion o f the student body
cares about the running of
the SGA?
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new position with hardly any warning at
all. Fortunately for Fisher, she was able
to organize the one of the biggest student
movements in recent MSU history as she
orchestrated the “Strike the Hike” rally.
Although Fisher was ultimately success
ful as a president, it would have been bet
ter if she First gained the confidence of
the students by winning a real election.
T his year,
only one of
the c a n d i
d ates will
have to win
an election
with some
one
else
listed at the
polls. As a
re s u lt, the
c re d ib ility
of the E-Board has the potential to be se
verely diminished. The last thing that the
SGA needs right now is to lose any-more
credibility.
Not only does an election without
candidates hurt the SGA in the eyes of the
students, but it also sends a bad message
to the administration. The point of an in
corporated SGA is to function as a com
pletely independent student-run unit. If
hardly any students are willing to step up
and lead the SGA, the adm inistration
might get the idea that apathy is the only
thing running our student body. If more
people don’t become involved in the SGA,
it might not be there much longer
Now that I have talked about one 6f
the reasons that students don’t use their
votes, I would like to give you a reason
that you should vote in this election. Ev
ery year, a number of referendum ques
tions are present in the voting booths. One
of the functions of these questions is to
determine the "official” opinion of the stu
dent body. This is the method by which
the SGA finds out what the majority of
the students think about particular issues.
If at least 20% of the student body doesn’t
turn up to vote, the opinion cannot be con
sidered official.
This year, there will be a question
concerning whether or not the E-Board
should be paid for their services to the stu
dent body. The question, which is slightly
difficult to understand because it is vague
and technical, mention asks if the the EBoard should receive "a subsidy, and/or
stipend, and/or renumeration, and/or pay,
to cover the cost of tuition. It is abso
lutely imperative that students turn out to
vote against this proposition. If the SGA
E-Board members were to receive pay
ment for the work they do, it would set a
ripple effect in motion where every one
with any connection to a position of im
portance would demand payment for their
work. To put it simply, it might start with
the E-Board, then it might get extended
to the E-Boards of the Class I organiza
tions, then the SGA legislators, etc. Who
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knows when or if it would ever stop. For
tunately for you, the SGA is giving you
the opportunity to try and stop this down
ward spiral into nonsense before it even
gets started.
This referendum question poses a
costly threat to the student body of MSU.
Even if you don’t care what the SGA is
up to or who is in charge of it, you should
at least be concerned with where your
money is going. You should want to get
the most out of your education dollar.
Giving money to people who are doing
what has long been strictly a volunteer
position does not make any sense. Keep
in mind, the SGA is giving you a chance
to let them know how you feel about this.
What arc you going to do about it? Arc
you going to let them get away with this,
or are you going to stand up for the your
self an the campus community?
Students often complain about the'
lack of programming on campus. The
groups in charge of arranging and execut
ing this programming often complain that
they are underfunded. The Conservation
Club recently failed in their bid to become
a Class I organization and a number of
the legislators who voted them down cited
a lack of funds as a major factor. In real
ity, the Conservation Club was looking for
roughly the same amount of money for
an entire year to program for the whole
campus and work to make MSU more
beautiful as the four E-Board members
would make per semester.
If you arc concerned about the state
of the SGA, consider what it would be like
if students decided to run for the position
for the money, rather than the opportunity
to serve such a wide variety of students.
Some might argue that a paid E-Board
might convince students to participate in
the SGA, and I think that is the problem
in itself. Money should never be the de
termining factor in a person’s decision
to become a student leader.
Although this referendum question
does not have the power to change any of
the statutes, it will be used in determining
w hether or not the statutes should be
changed. If the student body takes a
strong stand against the SGA abusing
power and taking money that isn’t right
fully theirs, the student body stands a
chance to strike a blow for justice while
showing the SGA that students are active
in the way the SGA operates.
I sincerely hope that students will
take it upon themselves to go out and vote
in this year’s election. Even though the
election itself might seem like the ultimate
exercise in futility, it really docs matter
whether or not you get out there and let
your vote speak for itself. Most impor
tantly, the referendum questions really do
have a direct impact on you. If for no
other reason, get out there and let the SGA
know that you disagree with any theory
that concerns them using your money to
pay themselves.
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G u n c o n tro l is n o t th e a n s w e r
By Justin Buffer
Editorial Columnist
tion of gun control always raises crime and violence.
More importantly, gun control laws raise the cost of ac
quiring a firearm for the law-abiding citizen. Think about
this scenario for a moment. A man of modest means
supporting a family of four wants to buy a handgun to
protect his family and their home against intruders. He
decides to buy a handgun with the little money he has
left from paying his excessive government taxes, mort
gage, and car payment. He buys his handgun only to
find out that in addition to the price of the gun he has to
pay additional fees for licensing and registration. Be
sides these fees he has to wait five days to make sure
that he is not a lunatic that wants to go and kill someone
in a “fit of rage.” He decides that he cannot afford the
licensing and registration fees in addition to the price of
the gun and decides not to purchase the gun. The very
next day, an armed intruder enters his house and kills
one of his family members and due to the “gun control”
laws the man was unable to protect his family. On the
other hand, criminals whose business depends on guns
will always pay extra money for guns because their busi
ness depends on it. Not only that, criminals will prob
ably not have to pay the increased cost because they will
simply and wisely go to the black market and purchase
the gun illegally. Gun control laws, on the whole, hurt
law-abiding citizens wishing to protect themselves and
their families. As law professor Daniel Polsby demon
strates, “It’s easy to count the bodies of those who have
been killed or wounded with guns, but not easy to count*
the people who have avoided harm because they had
access to weapons.”
Let us again enter the mind of the criminal. Why
do criminals use guns to achieve such things as bank
robberies, purse snatching, and rape? The answer is com
plex and I am not a criminologist or a psychologist. But
I can say that criminals prey on people’s vulnerability.
Would all criminals be so quick to commit crimes know
ing that every adult citizen was unconditionally allowed
to cany a concealed weapon? Absolutely not.

s we all have probably heard, last week two
young boys from Arkansas stole guns from one
of the boy’s grandfather and massacred students
at a nearby school. The event was a tragedy and in my
opinion the two boys should be tried as adults and
punished to the fullest extent of the law. This is what I
would anticipate most people would say after they heard
of the disastrous event. I was disappointed to find
differently. Many peoples’ initial reaction was to blame
the event on the availability of the guns. I heard liberal
activists all over television and radio shows spouting their
usual knee-jerk reactions, calling for stricter gun laws.
And I thought in of Ronald Reagan, “There they go
again!” Sorry to say to all of these gun mongers, gun
control is not the solution to less crime nor is gun control
the key to stopping such heinous crimes as these.
Let me start off by posing a question to gun con
tro l ad v o c ate s. If the tw o boys had sto len the
grandfather’s Cadillac and drove it into the school and
killed thirty students in the process, would you propose
the banning of Cadillacs? Would you want key-control
laws passed that said you had to keep your keys in a
hidden place in your own home so that your children
couldn’t get a hold of them and kill people. I think that
we all would have the sense to say no. Although the
comparison may seem silly at first, it illustrates the point
that crimes such as the one in Arkansas are the result of
defective individuals and the culture that we live in, not
the gun manufacturers.
Many say, “I am not for strict gun-control, I am
just for gun control laws like registering, waiting peri
ods, and licensing.” It sounds great, right? Wrong.
Registration and licensing have no effect on crime, be
cause criminals, by definition, do not obey laws. A sur
vey done recently by the Department of Justice on na
tional prisoners found that 82% of prisoners agreed with
the statement, “gun laws only affect law-abiding citi
zens; criminals will always be able to get guns.” Study
after study has continuously shown that the prolifera-
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Tim Casey announces his candidacy for BOT Rep
Fellow Students,
My name is Timothy Casey and I am running as a
write-in candidate for the position of Student Trustee,
also know as the Board of Trustees Alternate. I am do
ing so because I wish to continue my service to the stu
dents of Montclair State University. I also intend to re
mind the Board Of Ttrustees of their responsibilities to
the students while helping to restructure their priorities
so that the students come first.
First, I would like to give you a brief background
explaining who I am. Currently, I am a junior and I have
two more years left at MSU. I am a fine arts major (with
a concentration in photography) and I have a journalism
minor. I am an on-campus resident in Stone Hall. I am
from Long Valley, NJ and I am an Eagle Scout.
I would especially like to talk about some of my
experiences that I feel will help me as the Student Trustee.
First and foremost, I am the Editor-In-Chief of The Mont
clarion. During my time as the Editor-In-Chief, I have
always made sure that all students of this campus were
represented. If you have attended any on the events of
campus over the past two years, ranging from sports to
flag raisings to gallery openings, you have probably seen
me there with my camera in hand. It is because of my
experiences while attending so many of M SU’s happen
ings that I feel I am qualified for this position.
I have been a member of Theta Xi Fraternity for

the past two and a half years. As a brother, I have held
an Executive Board position and I have been the Rush
Chairman. As a person involved in the higher workings
of Theta Xi, I have first-hand knowledge concerning on
how to keep a social organization thriving. When you
add that to my business experience running The M ont
clarion, you see that my leadership skills can be adapted
to cover a wide range of organizations.
Last summer, I served as an OWL for the Sew Stu
dent Orientation. As an OWL, I came into contact with
a great number of new students and faculty members. I
thoroughly enjoyed my time as an OWL and I am still
striving to extend what I learned in that role as I listen to
the needs of the campus at large while covering its vari
ous activities and events.
I encourage you to write me in on your ballot be
cause I feel that I am running for all the right reasons. I
am not doing this because I want to help myself get into
law school. I don’t have any personal agendas to push.
I am merely an art student who cares about his univer
sity. If you elect me as your Student Representative, I
can tell you one thing for sure. I will make some noise
at the BOT meeting to make sure that students see re
sults, not promises.
Sincerely,
Timothy M. Casey
BOT Student Representative Candidate

I find it so ironic that the people who religiously
preach gun control are often the same people who speak
of getting to the “root causes of crime” and being “com
passionate” toward criminals. These are the exact people
to blame for the crimes. Instead of advocating the pun
ishment of people who use guns to commit crimes to
send the message that using a gun for reasons other than
defending oneself will not be tolerated and punishing
them for portraying a bad jm age for law abiding citizens
trying to protect themselves, they attack gun stores and
gun manufacturers. Crimes like these are the result of
the degradation o f our culture. Rap lyrics about killing
cops make it to top of the charts; disgusting, violent and
sexually explicit material is available on the Internet;
movies about organized crime are glorified. People are
becoming desensitized to murder because it is part of
almost every movie that they see. Studies overwhelm
ingly show that the evidence of the productive connec
tion between popular culture’s violence and violent be
havior is overwhelming. Why don’t these anti-gun ac
tivists speak of these true “root causes”?
Finally, I would like to touch on the Second Amend
ment to our Constitution, which reads, “A well-regulated
militia, being necessary to the security of a free State,
the right of the people to bear Arms, shall not be in
fringed.” Although no Supreme Court decision has been
strictly based on this Constitutional right, gun control
laws are clearly a violation of our rights and an invasion
of our privacy. When confronted with this, gun control
activists say, “That was written two hundred years ago,
times have changed.” What has changed? That people
are more prone now to kill and commit crimes is all that
has changed, and as I said before, that is the fault of the
culture. Guns are not at fault here. People who are armed
make unattractive victims and gun control shifts the equa
tion in favor of the criminal. The answer to crimes like
the one in Arkansas is stricter punishment for crimes com
mitted with guns and the ban of indecent material into
our culture. I will end with a quote from a true Ameri
can hero, Thomas Paine. “Arms discourage and keep
invader and plunderer in awe, and preserve order in the
world as well as property. Horrid mischief would ensue
were the law-abiding deprived of the use of them.”
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• A ll letters must be typed, preferably on disk
or via e-mail.
•Please keep letters to a single topic which is
relevant to the issues at hand.
• Once received, letters are property o f The
Montclarion and may be edited for length,
content and libel.
• Letters will not be printed unless they are
signed, include the author’s name, major, and
social security number. The last item is used
fo r verification only.
• Only one letter by an author will be printed
each month.
.
• All letters must be submitted by Monday at
6:00 pm. Any correspondence received after
that time will not be considered for
publication in that week’s issue.
• Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
Flannerye@alpha.montclair.edu or sent to
the Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
MSU, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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And The Montclarion endorses...
Vice-President
John
Griffin

President

%a

Anton
Wheeler

nton W heeler earned the endorsem ent for president of the Student
G overnm ent A ssociation from The M ontclarion on the strength of
the candidate’s potential to rally students behind him. We felt that
the SG A is in dire straits now, and needs a candidate to rejuviante the
student body. A nton’s energy and charism a should prove to maintain a
cohesive executive board and fill the legislature. This decision was not
m ade in haste, we felt that both candidates possessed exellent qualities to
be a suitable president, but A nton W heeler has what the SGA needs now.

A

he staff o f The M ontclarion felt that John Griffin is the best
candidate for vice-president. It isn’t any suprise that there were no
other students interested in the position, being that John is so
qualified. John has served two years as a legislator, and represented the
legislature as President-Pro-Tem pore, a position com parable to speaker o f
the house. John has served as chair o f various com m ittees, giving him
experience o f running meetings. M any times this year he has sat in for the
vice-president. He has been the m ost visible legislator, authoring many
bills this year.

T

Treasurer

Secretary

mmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmrmzm

David
Pizzi
t was not difficult to endorse Dave Pizzi for secretary. He is running
uncontested, but is a splendid person to do the job. As a legislator, he
is assisting the current secretary in his duties. Dave will be able to hit
the ground running after election because o f his initiative to learn the job
responsibilies early on. Dave is in touch with the needs o f the students and
SGA through his affiliation with Pi K appa Alpha fraternity and serving as
a legislator. If he and his running mates are elected, the SGA can work
together for the first time in a while.

I

BOT Alternate
No
Candidates
r W Tie M ontclarion will not make an endorsem ent for the position o f
M Board o f Trustees A lternate due to the fact that their are no
JL. candidates on the ballot for the position. However, write-in
candidates may be voted for at election tim e. It is the wish of The
M ontclarion that hopefully a viable candidate will win the position on the
strength o f a write-in candidacy as it w ould be a shame to leave such a
pow erful student position vacant.

No
Endorsement
he staff of The Montclarion chose not to endorse
a candidate for the position of SGA Treasurer
because we felt we did not have enough knowl
edge to make an educated decision. Kenyatta Montgom
ery, the lone candidate, failed to attend The Montclarion’s
SGA Candidate debate and interview session without
notice after he confirmed.

T

mJrSim Hey, it’s your money Ü SGA
Get out and vote!
Here are
the SGA
Election
Poll
hours:

S atu rd ay . A pril 4
Dickson Hall • 8 a.m . to

12 p.m.

M o n d ay . A p ril 6

Student Center • 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Blanton Hall • 4 :3 0 p.m. to 7 :3 0 p.m.
Dickson Hall • 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
T u esd ay . A p ril 7

Dickson Hall • 8 a.m. to 4 p.m, / 8 p.m to 10 p.m.
Blanton Hall • 4:30 p.m. to 7 :3 0 p.m.
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The Student Government Association, Incorporated of Montclair State
University in conjunction with ArtCarved College Jewelry, will be
awarding six $500 scholarships. These scholarship grants will be awarded
to current undergraduates for the 1997-8 academic year.
The SGA is a corporation run entirely by students. The scholarship fund
is one of the many projects the SGA has undertaken to reward student
leadership and to enhance student life at Montclair State University.
In order to qualify for this scholarship, you m ust m eet the
follow ing criteria:

1.
2.
3.
4.

GPA of 2.7 or h i g h e r • y |||^
At least 42 credits completed by January 1998
Currently having a Sophomore or Junior status
Demonstrated leadership within a SGA affiliated
organizations and/or legislature.
5. Shown involvement in the above criteria

Come down the SGA Office and fill out an application today!
THE DEADLINE IS
FRIDAY, APRIL 10,1998!
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JOHN J. O ’SULLIVAN
RISES FROM THE DEAD
“Our easy do-nothing jobs are saved,” say lazy
International Staff of Humour™ Writers
people. Heck, I was killed by a sensitivity
class teacher. God save me from offending
He used to be a coprse.
ANYONE who may take joking the wrong
way, since no one seems to have a sense of
apologize that I have not been around humor anymore. HThe rant ends here.
to write for the past two weeks or so, The plot continuesJi)
but it was nothing that I could really con
Barney the Dinosaur would be on
trol. I wasn’t lazy, overworked, burdened drum s, gushing about how he loves
with class work, or drunk. Rather, I everyone. To make it really annoying, pic
was...well...dead.
ture Bob Saget as emcee. Ack. Now that’s
Yeah, I came back from the dead a annoying.
couple of days ago. It was a cool trip, but
So essentially, I was really annoyed
like taking a cold shower, it’s something that while I was dying, but is soon ended. I started
I would not want to do for quite some time.
to float in the air, which was
At any rate, I ’ll tell you my story. It’s incredibly cool. I was doing flips, I pretended
pretty long, so sit back, relax, and read. If that I was swimming, I was talking to birdsyou have a hard time following, feel free to man it was really cool. Things only got bet
look at the Helpful Pictorial Aid™, since a ter as I progressed onward to the afterlife.
picture is always a good thing.
Eventually, I stopped floating and I
Well, I was at a sensitivity workshop, ended up in a trendy-looking city. It was like
since I have been getting a lot of flak lately Boston, but there were no bums, and all of
from partisan dogmaphiles who offend eas the people were exceedingly cool. I was
ily. In the class the moderator, a hyper-sensi walking around in my ethereal turtleneck and
tive and high-strung woman named Madge, jeans, scoping the place out There were video
asked me how I felt about being a meany. I arcades on every corner, stocked with my
said something like, “Well hon, it’s a lot of favourite games: Ms. Pac Man, Donkey
fun.” She didn’t like that too much, so she Kong, APB, Mortal Kombat, Brady Kombat
killed me with a pistol that she pulled out of II-you name it, they had it.
her N.O.W. tote bag. Bam. I was dead, but
Oh, and the best part-all the ice cream
at least I could never question another P.C. you can eat. Granted, free ice-cream is great
dictate again-I think I made progress in my no matter where you are, but it’s even better
becoming more sensitive.
in the Afterlife because you don’t gain a
Now, dying really sucked. Imagine the pound! You weigh nothing as it is, so how
most annoying thing you’ve ever been sub could you possible gain weight! I thought,
jected to. No...wait...imagine this:
“Yay, no more stomach crunches! This is
It was like Raffi was holding a concert AWESOME!”
scratching a laige chalkboard instead of play
Ice-cream sundaes for eternity are
ing piano. Leonardo DiCaprio would be sing grand, but as any good coffee addict knows,
ing backup with his large greasy head of hair. the hunger pangs for joe supercede every
{IIThe rant begins herell What is with this thing. However dead and bodiless I may have
annoying little 13-year-old looking bastard? been, the caffeine addiction doesn’t care. It
He is a dweeby prepubescent moron who was screaming, “SATE ME! SATE ME!
hasn’t washed his hair for years. Why is this COFFEE! COFFEEEEEEEEE!” It is re
puny buttmunch popular? He’s some sort of ally embarrassing walking around having an
sex symbol in the United States, and there’s addiction scream loudly from your stomach.
little to be attracted to. He definitely made I tried my best to find a coffee purchasing
some pact with Satan-it’s the only explana centre immediately. I looked on eveiy cor
tion I can come up with. It would also prob ner for a Starbucks, a Dunkin Donuts, a pre
ably explain why women go to watch this tentious little Greenwich Villagesque cafe
film millions of times a week. JAMES where morons wearing berets read bad po
CAMERON, THY NAME IS SATAN! Was etry, a crack™ dealer-ANYTHING-but I was
the money really worth selling your soul away riot victorious. I would have eaten freezeto the devil? Why couldn’t you stay with the dried instant coffee if it was in front of me,
Terminator movies? They were cool! There but there wasn’t any of that to be found ei
were explosions, death, and really cool weap ther.
onry. Now, the only thing that we (men) have
I was in dire straights (the condition,
to look forward to is the bloody thing sink not the rock band). Don’t get me wrong,
ing. Oh, and Kate Winslet nude. But I really everything was great, but without coffee, it
shouldn’t talk about that, it may offend made everything else meaningless. I started
by John J. O ’Sullivan
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Written this week by

John J. O’Sullivan™.
Wow. big surprise. Yippie.
Somebody pinch me-l think I’m
dreaming. Gee, I hate my job.
It sucks being a subtitle.
Aries (March 21 to April 19) If
something is bothering you, scream
loudly and take hostages.
Taurus (April 20 to May 20) Those
seeking to make a change, whether
career-wise or otherwise, take this
into mind: change takes effort.
Instead, just hide and relax. Now,
doesn’t that feel better? See, I
thought so.
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) You
will receive this valuable suggestion
from a friend: Marinating before
cooking chicken makes the meat
juicy, moist, and flavourful'.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) You
w ill be excited about a new
m oneym aking
proposition:
Pyramid scam Avon distribution!
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) One of
my room m ates, Thom as E.
Tacinelli, offers you this sage
advice:
‘‘It ain’t no thing but a chicken wing,
and a chicken is ju s t a bird.
EeEEeEeeEeeArrRRrrrgh!
It’s da Whiffet! Whiffet good!”
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Your inability to see your fortune
last week will cause your undoing.
Your lucky numbers are 43 ,6 ,2 ,8 ,
and 12.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) It’s a
delightful week for travel and the
enjoyment of leisure. It’s also a good
week to get drunk...but then again,
EVERY week is good to get drunk.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Money owed to you is paid back this
week. See, paying off the Mafioso
to handle your dirty work did pay off!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Getting some unfinished projects out
of the way will allow you to make
room for new projects.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to January 19)
You don’t make the progress you
thought you would in your home
renovations. This is probably due
to the fatal circular saw cut that you
received while you were cutting a
two-by-four. Whoops!
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Try
to sidestep a quarrel w ith a
discontented
relative
this
weekend...because he’ll kick your
ass.
Pisces (Feb. 19 to March 20)
Home life is rewarding over the
weekend when you plant your very
own crack™ plants. I have mine
growing, and the crack™ is just
starting to bloom. Crack™: It’s just
not for breakfast anymore.

■’Flavourful’ was spelt in British English to annoy Edward Flannery IV.
shaking and sweating (which was hard to do,
considering I had no physical body). I ran
around like a dog on smack™ looking ev
erywhere, but there were no beans to come
across.
And then it hit me:
“THIS ISN ’T COOL! THIS IS
HELL!”
Hello. Welcome to my own personal
hell. Maybe I shouldn’t have made fun of
everyone. Maybe I should have never tor
tured my little sister during my developing
years. Crap. This really sucked.
I needed a beer. I went to a nearby bar,
sulking in my infernal realization. I went up
to the bar and asked the bartender for a pint
of Guinness™. He just looked at me strange.
“Guinness? Never heard of it,” he said.
“Well, what do you have on tap,” I said.
“Welp, we have Coors Lite, Milwaukee’s
Best, Olympia, and Natural Light,” he said.
“I’m out of here,” I said.
“Have a nice day,” he said.
OK, I had to escape. There was NO
way that I was spending eternity in a place
that has no coffee and only serves crap beer.

I needed a plan.
And then it hit me.
Actually, a falling anvil hit me in the
head since in hell™ it only rains anvils. This
was good though, because it knocked me right
back to Clifton, NJ, USA, Earth, which docs
have coffee and grxxl beer. The only prob
lem was the fact that I was without body, and
mine was probably buried under six feet of
dirt by now. What to do, what to do.
And then it hit me. (This time it was an
idea, not an anvil).
I saw an old Swedish man walking a
yap-yap dog. I remember reading books about
demon possession, and how demons would
leap into bodies in order to do their dirty work.
Since I was a resident of hell™, I qualified as
a demon. I leapt into his body and kicked her
dog across the street (I always wanted to punt
one of those annoying animals) and tried to
find the neatest cemetery. The main problem
was this: Jorge didn’t speak English, which
meant that I didn’t either. I tried saying simple
phrases like “I love Spam,” or “I have a pencil. Can I see your pencil,” but it came out in
See CRACK™ on p. 27
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ACROSS
1 Street talk
6 Sailed
through
10 Rosebud,
tor one
14 ■Little Things
Mean —•"
18 Goatish
gamboler
19 Breathing
noise
20 Novelist
Binchy,
21 *Byel" in Bari
22 Dumas
bakery
classic?
26 Girl Scout
unit
27 Perfect
28 Menotti title
character
29 Monstrous
32
Gantry"
34 Broad st.
35 Debbie of
■Singin' in
the Rain”
37 Sniggleris
quarry
38 Bunch of
dates?
43 Made
Cheddar
better44 Air-quality
org.
46 Highway
markers
47 Alias initials
48 John —

o
Passos
49 Debussy
bakery tune?
54 Tizzy
55 — way
(sort of)
56 'The Glass
Menagerie"
role
57 — 3 fatty
acid
58 Frankie or
Cleo
59 Sloth, for one
60 ‘Sister —"
('92 film)
61 Apres-ski
quaff
62 Time to
evolve?
63 Possessed
64 Bakery
philosophy?
68-2001"
computer
71 -Graf —"
73 “Walk — In
My Shoes"
74 Tourist's
neckwear
75 Actor's signal
76 Grate stuff
78 Actress Graff
79 ---- garde
81 Bank feature,
for short
82 Refuse to
light
83 Famous
bakery
region?
85 Greek

6

s

s w o

consonant
86 Hightailed It
87 Transvaal
residents
88 Morticia, to
Pugsley
89 Bard's river
90 Veto a veto
92 ‘Love Story"
composer
Francis
94 Uses a trowel
98 Tint
99 Singapore —
(cocktail)
101 Irks
102 Where the
gulls are?
105 Despise
107 Dreadlocked
one
109 Bakery
rejoinder?
116 Rubber
duckie's room
117 Pruned a
paragraph
118 Sedgwick or
McClurg
119 Genuflect
120 Noah’s eldest
121 Sketch
122 Devour
Dickens
123 One of "The
Avengers"
DOWN
1 Fast way to
the UK
2 — di-dah
3 Consumed
4 Big Apple,

Initially
5 Cavern
6 Slang or
Schwarzenegger
7 Roman
statesman
8 Split and
splice?
9 Diet, entry
10 Less loopy
11 •— Smile Be
Your Urnbrella"
12 Daredevil
Knievel
13 Winter mo.
14 Keen Insight
15 Bonet or
Whelchel
16 Promise
17 Hammer or
wrench
20 Wear an
original
23 Orenburg's
river
24 He’s speechless
25 Rants
29 Popular
house plant
30 Bakery
reveille?
31 Sturm —
Drang
33 Shakespearean
monarch
34 Nautical
adverb
35 Salad veggie

d

36 Scorch
diciembre
38 Mountain lion 80 Siren
39 Chlumsky of 83 Peau de —
•My Girl"
84 ■— the Mood
40 Bakery
for Love"
87 Sparsely
comedian?
41 Similar
settled
country
42 Figure of
89 From — Z
interest?
45 Singer Zadora 91 Beat
46 Jones of the 92 Bridges or
Bochner
Mets
93 Well-venti49 Gladdens
lated
50 Secret store
51 Troubadour's 95 Wore well
Instrument
96 Pro foe
97 Popcorn and
52 Drew while
pretzels
distracted
99 Creature for
53 Host
taming?
54 — Remo,
Italy
100 Rank
58 Nabokov
102 Chest
novel
protectors?
61 Singer Patsy 103 Hatch's home
104 Word form
82 Nicholas
Gage book
for "bone"
65 In abundance 105 Maintain
66 Forebodings 106 Lurid Lugosi
67 Norse royal 108 Europe's
name
neighbor
110 "Kookie"
69 Steel and
Byrnes
Shakespeare
70 Ade ingredi- 111 Always, to
Auden
ents
72 Cosset a
112 Industrious
corgi
insect
113 Formerly
76 Curty corf
77 Eastern
known as
European
114 Billy —
Williams
78 Finished the
115 Of long
cake
standing
79 Enero to

Helpful Pictorial Aid No. 1:
John J. O’Sullivan’s™^
Ascent From the Dead:
Sponsored by the J.
W itherspoon Sm ith Casket
Company, Ltd.
Our motto: Have coffin, will bury.

‘Wow, Heaven is really cool! I can
eat all of the ice-cream I want!"

«/ don’t see anywhere to buy coffee,
There has to be some coffee up
here somewhere!"

"Wait...THIS ISN'T COOL! THIS IS
HELL! AAGGGHAHA! I WANT
COFFEE! AAAAGHGH!"

Possessing the body of an old
Swedish man named Jorge, John
goes to his grave to pick up his body.

‘Wow, my body is as good as
new...I just have to wipe the dirt and
stuff off..."

"ACK! WHAT HAPPENED TO MY
HAIR! MY HAIR IS DUOTONE™!
I soda like it! Neat-O."

TIM CASEY TOOK ALL THESE PHOTOS/ CAST A WRITE-IN VOTE FOR HIM FOR BOARD OF TRUSTEESI
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Dilbert.
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F in d th e lis ted w o rd s in th e d ia g ra m . T h e y run in
all d ire c tio n s -fo rw a rd , b a c k w a rd , u p , d o w n a n d
diagonally.

■ndicoot
uscus
isyurs
shidna

Glider
Kangaroo
Marsupial*
Opossum

by Scott Adams

Q O M W K M

Z

Phslangsr
Wallaby
Quokka
• Wallaroo
Saa horsa
Wombat
Tasmanian davit

I CAN'T GIVE YOU A RAISE
BECAUSE YOU'RE ABOVE
THE 5ALARY (AIDPOINT.
BUT AT LEAST YOUR STOCK.
OPTIONS ARE DOING_
GREAT! |-----

IS IT MY IMAGINATION,
OR IS YOUR NECKTIE
GETTING SHORTER EVERY
DAY?
HEH HEH...

1L
W r

f

l

PROBABLY
T H IN K IN G
OF ME.

J

NEXT, IT SAYS
I SHOULD COACH
YOU ON YOUR
INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS.

I'M GRADUALLY MOVING
TOWARD CASUAL CLOTHES.
IN SIX MONTHS THIS
NECKTIE WILL BE
--------- GONE AND NO
ONE W ILL NOTICE.

EVERYONE NOTICED
WHEN YOU WENT
BALD.

I'M BALD?

t

V

iiSSx
CATBERT EVIL HR. DIRECTOR

TAKE THIS
POWERFUL
A N T I
DEPRESSANT
DRUG FOR
THE REST OF
YOUR LIFE.

I O ID N T
KNOW H.R.
COULD
^RESCRIBE
DRUGS.

□QBE]
□ □ □ □

□ a s n
0
□ □ 0
□ □ a
□ □ □m a
□
□ □ □
0 o aB ci0 a m
HUMAN RESOURCES IS
1
PRESCRIBING POWERFUL
ANTIDEPRESSANTS TO
IMPROVE MORALE^

m Jf

OW X'K

..................

'I'M NOT ENJO YIN G )
MY JOB.

S L A N CHA C E
S A T y r| r a l e ! □
la u u a H E m m a a Q ii]
Ü U H K IJ n □
■ ° « U T A L « E IL M □
R E Y N O L 0 SHE Ea
T 5TI

I DON'T
HAVE ANY
STOCK
OPTIONS.

THE LABEL SAYS IT MAY
CAUSE “UNWARRANTED
OPTIM ISM ABOUT YOUR
DEAD-END JO B."

•

0?

LOOK AT THE WARNING
LABEL ON ALICE'S
ANTIDEPRESSANTS.

1

for the puzzle on the previous page.

IT CAN CAUSE FATIGUE,
D IS O R IE N T A T IO N ,
MEMORY LOSS, AND
LACK OF SEX.

I WONDER HOW LONG
WE'VE BEEN T A K IN G
THEM.

Lazarus ain’t got nothing on me.
CRACK

cont. from p. 25

Swedish. How could I ask for directions
sounding like the Swedish Chef? Crap.
Luckily fo r m e/Jofge (and for
brevity’s sake) I stumbled upon a cemetery,
and amazingly enough (wow) it was where
I was buried. My Swedish container walked
around the cemeteiy until I found my freshly
covered grave. Some dim-witted grave dig
ger left his shovel behind (irony) so
I...err.. Jorge picked it up and began to dig
up my grave site-and the coffin was there!
He uncovered it, and opened it up. My body
was in it. Yay ! My soul jumped out of Jorge,
and jumped into my old English speaking
container. I got up, brushed off the diit, and
spit out some embalming fluid that was in
my mouth. Jorge, who was Jorge once again
said something that I didn’t understand, and
fainted. I carried Joige out of the ditch, wrote

“just kidding” under my name on the grave
stone, and left Jorge propped up under a
nearby tree. The yap-yap dog ran over to
Jorge. I kicked it again.
I went home to take a shower because
embalming can just make you feel so skeevy
afterwards. I disrobed and looked into the
mirror... “Damn I look good,” I said. “Even
after death I look...er...WHAT HAPPENED
TO MY HAIR?!” My hair mysteriously be
came duotone-I had blonde hair on the sides,
and black hair on top. I look like a duck.
Yet, I sort of liked it. Quack.
And that, I swear, is the truth. Really.
I swear...and if it isn’t, may I drop dead right
now.
(thump)
Oh crap, not again.

ALICE IS OVERDOSING
ON ANTIDEPRESSANTS.
WE MUST INDUCE ]
V O M IT IN G .

LOOK AT OUR M IS S IO N
STATEMENT, ALICE.
THE PEOPLE WHO WROTE
IT EARN TEN TIM ES
YOUR SALARY.

THE PLAN WORKED
PERFECTLY, UP TO THE
POINT WHERE ALL THREE
OF US WERE HEAVING
ANO ALICE WAS
PUNCHING US.

J

Word o f the day:
ap-a-thy (n.) 1. An intense feeling opposite that
o f outrage, often experienced by falculty members
and homphobes. To read more about peoles with
apathy, see page XX.
All photos by Ed Flannery/Up Yours, Limey
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Classifieds

transportation. Starting pay $7 per
hour. Call 746-8152 day or evening.

Cinem a Floor Staff, cashier, conces
sion attendants, ushers. PT positions
available. W eekend availability a
must. Benefits include flexible
schedule; free m ovies, advancem ent
opportunities. Apply in person Mon
through Fri. 12:00 to 9pm . Essex
Green C inem a 9, Prospect Ave. West
Orange. Call 731-6692 for directions.
E.O.E.
WANTED
Responsible students to m arket/
m anage C itibank prom otions on
campus. M ake your own hours. No
travel. Earn $400+/wk. Call 1-800932-0528. ext. 117.
We need fun, energetic people to
perform as costum e characters at k id’s
parties. Great pay and flexible hours.
Must love kids, must have car. 800539-8743.
DOG C A R E ASSISTANTS - Part
time, flexible schedules, for estab
lished M ontclair area dog care service.
Must love dogs, working outside, be
responsible and reliable, have own

M odels. Women 18+ for outdoor test
shoot by hobbyist photographer. Will
exchange pictures for modeling. No
experience necessary. (973) 3654054. Only reliable need apply.
Professional couple living in East
O range would like to discuss part time
w orking with professionally minded
fem ale. Call 973_673_0054 to make
appointm ent to discuss terms.
H ow ard and Dr. Guen Wolverton
D erm atologist’s office looking for
part-tim e - approx 25 hours a week
em ployee for office work. 973-7487 9 0 0 /F a x 973-748-1926.
Need driver from Paterson, NJ to
Boston MA on April 9 or 10 and
returning to Paterson on April 12 or
13. Travel costs are reim bursable. Pay
negotiable. (617)492-8366.

• Child C are W anted •
Part tim e child care needed in Sum
mit. A fter school care for 6 yr old girl
(in m orning Kindergarten) and 9 yr
old boy (in 3rd grade); 2-3 days a
week for rem ainder o f school year.
Non-smoker. Driving a must. Previ

ous child care experience and refer
ences required. Call Judy at 908-2776106.
Childcare needed for 2 children in our
Upper M ontclair hom e. P/T Tuesdays
and W ednesdays. M ust drive, refer
ences required. Please call (973) 5096038.
Babysitter needed, reliable nonsm oker
with car. M onday - Friday. 2:30 to 7
p.m. To watch children age 9 and age
6, in my home. A sk for Bonniie. 973748-7900.

Part time babysitter wanted - Fun
loving, responsible babysitter (nonsmoker) needed for energetic 3 1/2
year old and 21 m onth old in short
hills. D river’s licence and previous
child care references necessary.
Salary negotiable. Call 564-9188.

• L o st & F o u n d •
Items found on 11/17/97 in Student
Center: Pair o f Coasters sneakers, size
7, a D irgahayu Book, and a photo
album containing 152 pictures. If
these items belong to you please call
Cam pus Police at 655-5222.

FINANCIAL SALES

CO LLEG E GRADS

ARE YOU LOOKING TO BUILD A CAREER IN
THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY?
We are looking for hardworking, aggressive individuals who are searching for
a great opportunity to get into the municipal bond industry.

We offer a comprehensive training program which will pu t you
on the path to success!
To schedule an interview, call

Peter O’Brien

N o ri, H e n n io n , W alsh In c .
3799 Route 46, Parsippany, NJ 07054

1- 800- 836-8240

S T U D E N T G O V E R N M E N T A S SO C IA T IO N O F M O N T C L A IR STATE U N IV E R S IT Y

O i m TIAA-CREF, 750 Third Avenue, New York, N Y
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Men’s
rugby plays
first official
game
Young team loses two,
but gains valuable
experience
By N icholas P. C lu n n
News Editor
The MSU M en’s Rugby Club trav
eled to Seton Hall University on Sunday,
March 28 for a series of two games against
Seton Hall and Columbia University. Al
though MSU played the Pirates last year,
this was the team’s first official game. The
young rugby squad faced two experienced
teams and lost, but gained the experience
necessary to build a solid foundation for
a first year team. Seton Hall defeated
MSU 8-0 in the first match, and Colum
bia beat MSU 19-0 in the second match.
"With two games under our belt we
now have a better understanding of what
each player needs to do on the field,” said
MSU coach and player Danny Marain.
In the match against Seton Hall
M SU’s best opportunity came in the sec
ond half when winger, James Patterson
sprinted 30 yards down the right sideline
positioning MSU less than 10 yards from
the trylinc (the equivalent of an end zone
in American football).
Down in the
trenches, the ball went to Marain, but he
was stopped just short of the try.
After an hour rest, MSU took to the
field again to face a fresh Colombia side.
Although their fatigue was evident, the
forw ards held strong, only losing two
scrums out of 15 put-ins.
"Our inexperience showed at times,
but we physically overwhelmed both Co
lumbia and Seton Hall,” stated Marain.
Between the gam es some MSU
players assisted The College of New Jer
sey, another new club, in their match
against Seton Hall’s B-side. The infor
mal match ended in a draw, but some
MSU players did not leave the field with
out leaving their impressions. Damian
Albanese, a forward, displayed his run
ning abilities that he rarely gets to use in
his regular position.
"A trem endous effort was noted
from Damian during the Trenton-Scton
Hall-MSU game. D am ian’s relentless
energy allowed him to exhibit his fine run
ning abilities,” noted Marain.
The MSU M en’s Rugby C lu b ’s
spring season is still young. This week
end the m en’s team will travel to play in
the Rutgers Tournament, at Rutgers Uni
versity. Coach Marain encourages those
interested to try the rugby experience.
"We are always looking for players
to come learn the game of Rugby,” Marain
said.
Those who are interested in joining
the MSU M en’s Rugby Club please con
tact Steve Redrup of Campus Recreation
at 655-7443.

0ME0NE KNOWS TOO MUCH

HI Al) I HI
AVON BOOK
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IMAGINE

RESTRICTED
vj:
UtlDERVPEOUiRES ACCOMPANYING'
PA^b>;T : a A3 j .T QjftRC a-.

OPENS APRIL 3RD IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE
www.mercury-rising.com

Sports

MSU picks up three
victories in softball classic
Red Hawk pitching
gives up only 2 runs in
four games
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
M SU’s loss 1-0 to Cortland State
early Saturday afternoon would be the
difference as Cortland State won the 4th
Annual Montclair/Kean Softball Classic
at the Quarry Field in Upper Montclair.

With three teams with 2-0 records
after F riday’s first round action, four
teams ended Saturday at 3-1 in the tour
nament: MSU, Cortland, Ithaca College,
NY, and S alisbury State, MD. W ith
Cortland owning the best record (2-0) of
a pool of 3-1 teams, Cortland was named
the 1998 Champion. Second or third place
winners were not chosen due to a number
of ties still existing following all tie-break
ing procedures. MSU did, however, fin
ish the tournament allowing the fewest
runs out of the 10 squads competing, al
lowing two in four games.
First Round
Montclair State 6, Springfield 1
Senior pitch er Sharon O rm sbee

went all seven innings allowing only four
hits with six strikeouts to improve her record
to 7-2. Freshman Km Carusso belted a tworun double in the third inning for the final
runs in a 6-0 MSU lead. All-American
catcher Jerri Acevedo knocked in an RBI
in the top of the first with a ground ball,
and Wendy Saladino finished the game with
two hits in three trips to the plate.
Montclair State 7, Chowan 0
Junior pitcher Sue McCarvill surren
dered only one hit to Chowan, striking out
two, walking only one, while boosting her
record to 4-1 on the season. MSU leading
2-0 after six innings, exploded in the tip of
the seventh for five runs for the 7-0 victory.
Jamie Lascik had a two-run double and an
RBI single in the contest, while Acevedo
and Tara Wisz each had RBI singles in the
seventh.
Second Round
Cortland State 1, Montclair State 0
In the loss, M SU’s Sharon Ormsbee
gave up six hits and struck out three, as her
record fell to 7-3.
Montclair State 7, Allegheny, PA 0
Junior pitcher Sue McCarville tossed
her second shutout in-a-row in the tourna
ment, this a three-hitter. McCarville im
proved to 5-1 with the victory, following
up y esterday’s one-hit shutout. Jam ie
Lascik went 2-4 with an RBI, as was Wendy
Saladino. All seven runs that Allegheny
allowed were unearned on six errors.

Who’s who
le tic s
Khalid
Sahid
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rmsieenRed Hawk Action
Softball
April 2 • Salisbury, MD (DH) 2:30 p.m.
April 5 • Scranton, PA (DH) 12 p.m.
April 7 • Rowan (DH) 3 p.m.
' *

*■

Baseball
- i.

:

April 3 • Jersey City State 3 p.m.
April 6 ♦ Caldwell College 3:30p.m.
April 8 • Western Conn. 3 p.m.

Men’s Lacrosse
April 4 • FDU-Madison 4 p.m.

Baseball defeats Cortland 14-6
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
Ju n io r firs t b asem an Shaw n
McCorkle belted his sixth home run of
the season and collected three RBIs ,
while junior Dan Wydner drove in four
runs as MSU used two six-run innings
to give Cortland State University its first
loss of the season, 14-6, at MSU’s Pittser
Field on Friday afternoon

S ophom ore
p itc h e r
A .J.
Economou improved to 1-1 with the
win, throwing 6 1/3 innings and giving
up four runs on nine hits, striking out
three. Scott Landers was given the loss,
pitching 4 1/3 innings, giving up six runs
on six hits, striking out five.
After trailing 2-0 in the top of the

fifth, MSU captured the lead for good with
six runs in the bottom half of the innings
as Wydner drove home Dave Wurst with
a sacrifice fly and the innings third runs
fo r a 3-2 lead. M cC orkle follow ed
W ydner’s sac fly with a RBI double, and
designated hitter Frank Francia drove in
two more runs with a single, giving MSU
a 6-2 lead. Cortland committed two er
rors in the inning, leading to four unearned
runs.
Cortland cut the lead to 6-4 with two
runs in the seventh, but Montclair rose to
the challenge with another six-run bottomhalf inning, as Wydner hit a bases loaded
double, clearing the bases. McCorkle fol
lowed with a home run to straightaway
center field for a 12-4 lead.
M SU’s dynamic freshmen middle
infield featuring second baseman Craig
Conway (3-4) and the shortstop Wurst (25) , combined for five hits with Conway
scoring two runs and Wurst driving in an
RBI.

Tennis

r\

Year: Senior
Maior: Computer Science
Position: #4 singles
#2 doubles
Coaches quote: “Khalid is
the heart and soul of MSU
tennis,” said Brian
McLaughlin. “He is an
outstanding co-captain
with senior Keith
Suchodowsky.”
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Red Hawks 2-1-1 in first week of home games
Complete 2-1-1 week by defeating
Elizabethtown College 8-4; McCorkle
smashes team leading 8th home run
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
Juni or first basem an
Shawn McCorkle. junior right
fielder Brian Kermizian and se
nior left fielder E.J. Scbelle each
hit a home run, as lefty pitcher
Mike Brennan won his fourth
game over Elizabethtown Col
lege of PA 8-4 at MSU’s Pittser
Field on Tuesday afternoon.
Trailing 4-3 in the bottom

Baseball

g|

of the third inning, Kermizian hit
his second home run of the sea
son. scoring Dan Wydner who
had walked. The two-run homer
gave MSU a 5-4 lead, never to
trail again. Kermizian’s home
run extended his hitting streak to
15 games as he has hit in every
game he has ever played for the
Red Hawks.
Sebelle made his presence

felt in the fourth with a two-run
homer extending the lead to 7-4
and McCorkle smashed his team
leading eighth home run of the
season . a solo shot to right in the
fifth for M SU’s final run of the
game.
McCorkle is now hitting
.401 with a team-high 25 RBIs
and a slugging percentage of
.825. He finished the game 2-4
with three RBI’s as he knocked
in two runs with a single in the
bottom of the first to give MSU
a 3-1 lead.
B rennan, w hose record
now stands at 4-0, went 6 1/3 in
nings, giving up four runs, only
two earned, seven hits, with six
strikeouts and only two walks.
Derik Aassan took the loss
for Elizabethtown, pitched the
first six innings of the game, giv
ing up all eight runs on ten hits.
Brad Karli and Chris Romig each
had two hits and a run scored for
Elizabethtown in the loss.

Baseball players celebrate after their 8-4 win over Elizabethtown College at Pittser Field on Tuesday.

Lombardi pinch hit home run clinches tie
against Allentown; game called for darkness
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
Freshman Bart Lombardi
made his first collegiate home
run a memorable one.
In only his 14th at bat of
the season, Lombardi came off
the bench in a pinch hit appear
ance to hit a two-run bomb in the
bottom of the ninth to give MSU
a 5-5 tie against Allentown Col
lege at MSU’s Pittser Field on
Monday afternoon, March 30.
The game was called in the
top of the 10th inning due to
darkness.
Lombardi’s home run was
the icing on the cake in a fourth
run ninth inning rally for Mont
clair, as MSU trailed 5-1 enter

ing their final at bat of the game.
Right fielder Brian Kermizian
led off the ninth with a double
and was fo llo w e d by first
baseman Shawn McCorkle who
smacked his seventh home run of
the season, cutting the lead to 53.
With two out MSU fresh
man second basem an Crai g
Conway drew a walk which gave
Lombardi the opportunity to per
form his heroics.
The second home run of
the inning came from the arm of
pitcher Steve Raysely of Coplay,
PA, who came in relief of starter
Stephen Strocki. Strocki pitched
a magnificent 8 2/3 innings be
fore being taken out after issu
ing a walk to Conway. He ended
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Brian Kermizian runs safely to third base during Monday’s game.

so ftb all c la ssic .

up allowing four runs on seven
hits, with tree r uns earn ed .
Strocki did not give up a hit to
M SU from the fifth inning
t hr ough the ni nth until
Kermizian’s double.
M cCorkle’s two RBIs in
the game brought his team-lead
ing RBI total to 22. Kermizian’s
ninth inning double extended his
hitting streak to 14 games, as the
junior has hit safely in all 14
MSU games this season. The tie
gam e was head coach Norm
Schoenig’s seventh in 11 seasons
at MSU.
M cC orkle finished 2-3,
whi l e E .J. Sebel l e w as 2-4.
Freshm en pitcher Scott Allen
tossed 6 2/3 innings, giving up
five hits and two runs before be-
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